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SUMMARY
fhe work was initiated following the need to investigate
the electron coneentrabion in a spark as a function of time,
especially in the efterglow stage.

It is the first part of a

programme with this end in view, and it is concerned with the
development of a technique for such investigationse

The use of

a low pressure discharge was chosen in order to compare the
results of electrm densitywith those of the well-esteblished

Langauir's probe method, which is only applicable at low
pressures.
When an electron in a plasma comes under the influence of

an alternating electric field, such as that in an electro-

magnetic wave, it is set into vibration in sympathy with that
of the field, and this oscillation is superimposed om its random

end drift motions.

A medium containing many such eleetrons will

behave os @ dielectric, whose permittivity hes been worked out

in the early days of the work on the ionosphere.
Of the many methods known for the estimation of the
eleotron population in a plasms, which are described in section |
2, and which are all based on this phenomenon, two were
investigated that are applicable to a plasma placed in free
speee in order to simulate spark conditions»

Such conditios

;
|

also require the use of very high frequencies resulting in the |
most difficult situation, nanely that of discharge dimensions
which are comparable to the wavelengthe

The two methods are

ae

deseribed in section 3.

In that seetion is also deseribed

the four discharge tubes used for this investigation.

Three

of these tubes were coumerelally manufactured mercury vapour
tubess

The fourth tube, which contained argon, was built in

the laboratory but had only a limited use.

The use of the absorption method, though arplieable to the
ease Of a small wavelength and large dimensims of plasma, gave
Pesults of electron density and collision frequency which are
aesserious error when compared with those obtained by other

workers in similar tubes using a probe, efter e due allowance
is made for the suspected presenee of a rare gas.

The recent work by Lovell on the ionisation left behind
by meteors, which has been mainly concerned with the opposite

extreme in dimensions, encouraged the investigation of the
scattering from the region of the plasma.

But although a

eomperison cannot easily be drawn between the two cases, some
interesting results have been observed which may not be far
related to the plasme resonance phenomena predicted by the

meteor theories.

The necessary presence of the glass vessel

introduees reflection, and, although this is in many cases smal]
it nevertheless adds to the oomplexity of the behaviour of the

plasma at sueh dimensims as those used in the present work.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS.
A:

Total gurface area.

&: a constant, equals to 2tie@/me.

G,: mean random véloecity of the electrons.

@ $ vélocity of Light in vacuc.
D : distance of horns séparation, or tube-horn idiuchsam.

a: effective length of radiation path through the plasma.

d.: the classical diameter of the electron,= ¢ /nc®.
6 ; electronic charge.

Ek: 5 E, = the component of the electric vector in the direction
BE,

of the Seaxis.
time eomponent of the sliectric field vector,

Ho: amplitude of the applied electric field.
@ : 6lectronic charge.
F ; 6lastic coefficient in the motion of the electron.

G : the gain of an earial.
% : viscous coefficient.

au adrift current density:
:
:

K :

thermal eonductivity.

k : extinction coefficient of a dielectric, partially coductive
medium. Also, in 6g¢.59, Boltzmann's constant.
N : electron density.
Norit.: critical electron density corresponding te ¢° n #0,
and causing total reflection.

Ny: electron density causing 1 p.c. reflection.

n : refractive index of a tedium.
tf : complex refractive index of a dielctric usedium which is

—,

partially conductive.
Ne: number of electrons per om- length in a discharge colum.
P + polarisation,

Pa! rediation power absorbed by the discharge.
Pat diffracted power.
Py: radiation power reflected internally by the tube wall.

P,: radiation power lost to free space. —

Pa! transmitted power through the plasua.
PS! generated power.

Py: power reflected,on the transmitter side.
Pl; power reflected,on the receiver side.

2 es!

acattered power.

Pe: Srenens UNee power entering the receiver.
(F,)9: power entering the receiver when the Glecharge ourrent is

2. BOMB.
Q: rate of heat digsivation. Also, ratio of reactive to resistive component of a cireuit element, or of a— circuit.
R:

power reflection eoefricient.

“©

¢

power reflection coefficient at the plane boundary
of a
S6ui-intinite medium.
—
voltase reflection coefficient.
amplitudes of the voltage reflection coefficient.
radius of a discharge ¢olumn.
power transmiesion coefficient.
electron temperature.
inside temperature of the discharge tube.
outside temperature of the discharge tube.
time factor,

thickness of the glass wall of the discharze tube.

2s

Grift velocity of the electron.

G.c+ Glectric field, causing the drift velocity of the
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electron.

attenuation coefficient of the mediun.

phase constent of the medium.

provagation constant of the medium.
ratio of the maximum to the minimwa amplitude of the reflec-

tion standing wave.
Gielectric constant of a gas in the absence of ionisation.
dielectric constant of the tonised gas resulting from the
presence of the electrons.
total complex dielectric constant to inelude the sonductivity term oo.
a wave function.
eut-off wavelenth.
electroic mean free path.

wavelength in the waveguide.
wave Length in the medium.

wavelcngth of an electro-magnetic radiation in vacuo.
permeability of a nediua,
6Cllision frequency of an electron with the neutral atoms.

angular frequency of oscillation of the electric field.
plasma-electron resonance frequency (angular) of Tonks and

Langmuir corresponding to

Es 0.

phase angle of the voltage “reflection coefficient, (not
to be confused with that defined in eq.(1), Appendix IZ).

conductivity of an lonised gas in @.@-.s. unite when the
medium is considered as a dielectric.

Gitto, but when the medium is considered as a conductor.
the real part of GO". .

the imaginary part of 0”.

mean time between ¢lectron-atom collisions.
acattering angle.
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1. INTRODUCTION.
Much has been done in the study of the interaction
petween electro-magnetic waves and ionised media since the

classical works of J.-J. Thomson (1902) in his investigation
on the effect of his electrons on electro-magnetic radiation.

*

The development of this study was fairly rapid, through the

early theoretical works of Eccles (1912) and Larmor (1924),
in their attempt to explain the propagation of radio waves

round the curved surface of the earth, by means other than
ordinary diffraction (see, e.g-, Sommerfeld, 1909), culminating in the establishment of the ionosphere theory (ilimno, 1957;

Mitra, 1948).
In their travel through an ionised medium, the electromagnetic waves react with all types of change-carriers, but

more effectively with the very light electrons, and set then
into oscillation in sympathy with their alternating electric
field.

The heavier ions, however, experience little disturb=

anee on account of their relatively larger inertia; eo that
the @lectrons are almost entirely responsible for the dielect-

rie phenomena in such media.

Consequently much information

ean be obtained, particularly in the case of centimetric and
longer waves,regarding the density of these electrons, by
anplying the same concepts as those which H. A- Lorentz post-

- wlated in his theory of the electron for the study of ordinary

(2)
dieletric materials.

It was thought, therefore, that a study

could be made on the free electrons contained in a Spark

so

as to estimate their concentration, and the rate of their
cecay with time, employing radiation of suitable order of
frequency.

e

Other methods are known, such as those using probe and
Spéctroscopie technique, for finding the é@lectron density in
& discharge, but they both suffer some drawbacks.

The former

method has the inherent property of disturbing the spark, thus
leading to anomalous results, however small the dimensions of

the probe are made; together with the fact that the range of
applicability is Limited to low pressures only - not exceeding

@ few millimeters of mercury - which are much lower than those
employed in the study of heavy current sparks.

Whereas the

spectroscopic method, although it can be applied to higher
pressures, gives results, whether instantaneous or average,

during the visible phase of the discharge, but not in the after-

glow.

The microwave method, however, has the advantage that it

Goes not disturb the discharge, since the alternating fields
involved, both electric and magnetic, are not sufficiently

strong to affect the translational motion of the electrons or
their collision frequency.

Furthermore, longer periods of the

Spark, covering several micro-seconds, may be studied and the
diminishing electron concentration measured.

(3)

|

\

With this end in view, the present work was started in
order to develop some technique for such measurement. -Low-

pressure steady discharges were chosen, since the result\ ~
could be checked against those of the well-established Langmuir probe method.

(4)
2. SURVEYOF THE MICROWAVE METHODS OF STUDY.
It is intended to give here a summary

of the methods

that have been developed by numerous workers in this field,
in connection with various aspects of it, which will also

be mentioned.

2-1. THEORY.
All of these methods start by assuming that the electrons
in @ given volume of discharge behave as minute charged corpustles, which collide elastically at random, with the neutral
atoms or molecules forming the gas, thus resulting in a Max-

wellian distribution of velocities, depending upon the temperature.

If we follow the mobion of a sigle electron under the

influence of a weak electric field, varying in time as

E, = E,-exp ee
( where w is the angular frequency),

ee

a

(1)

We can assume that it

follows the equation

a x + gei+Fu

Fe (E, +

oe)
2

Ce

where m and e are the electronic mass and charge respectively ,
x the displacement of the electron along the electrie vector,

& is a frictional coefficient proportional to the velocity,
resulting from the impact of the electrons with the gas atoms
or molecules, with the consequent destruction of their direct-

ional momentum.

Salpeter and Danzer (see Hasselbeck, 1952),

(5)
and later Appleton (1932), have shown that in this case of
freely moving electrons in a gas, with mean time between

collisions = Ct , its value will be
gS
where V

a

=

Lue.

=

mi

v

°

«

*

®

;
(3)

is the mean frequency of these electron-atom collisions.

Now the condition of “freely moving electrons" should be
treated with reserve, for the introduction of the term F, on
the LeH. side of (2), paradoxical as it may seem, indicates
the presence of some elastic foree binding the electrons.

This

has been the subject of much speculation, as a result of some
resonance phenomena observed, a good summary of which, up to

1932, is given by Darrow; but for the time being it is given

here a formal statement for the sake of completeness.

It will

not be included in the solution of the equation of motion,

but will be dealt with later.
The Lorentz polarisation term on theR-H- side of (2),
where P # N.e.x, N being the electron density, has also been

the cause of much controversy.

It is due to the field of the

other electrons surrounding the typical electron under consid-

eration, which follows their displacement.

It seems, however,

that there is a general agreement of including this term, but

its magnitude is very small compared with Ey, and it need therefore not worry us+
If the field Ee is that of an Gem. wave, the displacement

(6)
x of the electron will be et right angles to the magnetic
field of the wave, and the electron will therefore experience

a force in a direction normal to both fields. This latter
foree, which causes the pressure of radiation, is small, and

will be neglected in the following sections.
Henee, a given volume of ionised gas, populated with N

such ¢lectrons, has been shown by Eccles and Larmor (ll.ce.

supra) in England, and also by J. Salpeter (1913) and Danzer
(1929) in Germany - by solving (2)- to have the properties of
a lossy dielectric medium with an actual conductivity, whose
value, in Gaussian units, is:

o~

=

Ne*v
Wa (wt + yr

ee

The relative permittivity is given by

Ba Cow
Peg?

eae
hm (w? tv?)

Ca

ye

where C, is the relative permittivity of the gas in the absence
of ionisation.
The total relative permittivity will then be complex, and
is equal to:

Ge€om pee
c

=

41s”

—

e

(6)
6

If w falls in the range of an absorption band of the

neutral gas molecule, C | will also be complex and o’ will have
an additional term corresponding

to the energy lost; though

(7)

this, in many cases, may be neglected since € does not
c¢part much from unity.

In such cases, some authors prefer

to consider the actual physical displacement of the electrons
to constitute a complex conductivity represented by

Fs ojo

ie

ee

ae

so that the dielectric constant given in (6) will be

é:¢,-¢= (6. > dey )
a
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2-2, GENERAL METHODS USED.
2:2-1. THE CONDENSER METHOD.
Szekely (1929) used low-pressure ionised air, and made it
form the dielectric of a two-plate condenser, which were fixed
inside the discharge tube.

The change in capacity was measured

by joining this across an adjustable condenser, which, together
with a suitable coil and a variable resistance, formed part of
& resonant sircuit coupled to an hef. source.

constant

The dielectric

- was thus measured by observing the change in the

Capacity of the adjustable condenser necessary to restore
resonance when the discharge was on; whereas @ was determined
from measurements of the resistance difference to allow the

(8)
Sané current to flow at resonance.

The experiment led to a

erronéous results yielding values of €¢ exceeding
1, which,

48 wag show by Appleton and Ghilds (1930),
were due to the
formation of positive ion sheaths on the condenser
plates,
constituting in effect three condensers in
series. By elimin-

ating these sheaths, they were able to show the validity
of the

two expressions above.

:

The work that followed in order to detect any natural
frequency as a noult of an Glastic bond, referred
to above, or

other causes, led to a modification of this method.
able ¢ondenser

The vari-

was replaced by a Lecher-wire System and the

Plates of the discharge condenser were now fixed outside
the

tube, so as to avoid any disturbance of the dischargee

Thus

HeGuéton (1930) in his investigations with very low-pressure
hydrogen (0,0004 mm. Hg-) and Appleton and Chapman (1932)
in

ionised air at higher pressures, used it and obtained satisfact-

ory agreement with (4) and (5).

Whereas Tonks and Langmuir

(1929) had earlier used this system with a low-pressure mercury

are as the source of power, which indicated the existence of
what they called “electron-plasma oscillations”.

Later, a slight variation was made on the method by
Oman

and Khastgir (1937).

This was to connect the resonant circuit

to the plate of a triode oscillator in order to control its
frequency.

Any change of resonant frequency due to the discharge

was reported by the Lecher system.

Their results also indicated

some form of resonance, but they did not follow it
up.

(9)

2:22. THs FREL-SPACK ABSORPTION METHOD.
Along with these developments another method
was being
used for the same purpose.

Thus Dunzer (locecit.); following

Ives in 1915, employed Hertzian waves of 4-cn,
length and
allowed them to propagate through a stratum
of Ne-He mixture,
excited by a low-frequency discharge. He
was thereby able to
measure the absopption of the e.m. waves
in the plasma, which
he expected fron the Drude theory of the transmission
and
absorption of light in dielectric, partially conductive
media.
This theory, which was originally applied to
metals, is equally

applicable to Dinzer's gas, since the two media have the
class

ical free electron in common.

If a medium has a dielectric

constant E and permeability A, the solution of Maxwell's
equation for the electric field

JE

eee oe
a

> tz

:

FO ts

ee,

(11)

is that of a travelling wave, which, if a plane wave is to
be

considered, varies in time and space along the x-dir
ection

according to!*)

uw

iB, = B exp ld ¥ feo
E, exp ( =] = MME x)

‘

.

(12)

(*) Por convenience, the suffix 2, denoting the electric field
in the direction of the Z-axis, will henceforth be dropped.

(to)
or

Es E, exp (-— VY x)

:

.

where ¢ is the velocity of light in vacuo.

‘

‘

(12 bis.)

(The medium is

assumed isotropic and without space charge).
Y is the propagat-

ion constant » A+ JB,

Hence JME. expresses the refractive index of the medi
um,
which, owing“the conductivity, will be complex and
may be
written as

Hen-~ jk

.

.

’

.

.

(13)

k is the extinction coefficient of the amplitude of the
wave
per unit path which Dinzer was able to measure.

Putting this

coefficient in teras of E€ from (6) (see, ¢.g+, White,
1946,
pe2d)
;

oe e

4 kt

Wo

\>

ee |

-{| nepers/om. (14)

Also, the real part of the refractive’ index is given
by

hee |) ere
= oe
t+(

N

Se.

+t |

a

|

(according to ca or <o, Since both n and k are assumed real).

Much more extensive was the work of Hasselbeck (1932), who
used various wavelengths varying from 2 to 6 om., and
introduced

& probe into the gas in order to measure N and the mean random
velocity of the electrons.

As in Danzer's experiment, using

paraffin lenses to collimate the beam of raciation, the discharge

(11)

bulb (20 oms in diameter) was placed in between a Spark
trans-~
mitter 2nd receiver (60 em. apart) and the reduction
of the
received power when the discharge was on gave
him the stten-

uation coefficient m, whieh is related te k by
the following

os

«“

3

emcee

k

21

="

2

gE

ne

pe re.

*

*

*
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(16)

.

o

The best of his data refer to We-He mixture
also.

For low

electron concentrations E, does not depart much from
unity, so
that, approximately equation (14) yields, by subst
ituting the

value of GO as given in (4) and (3),
os

ar Ne C

nepers,

.

fe

eee

ie6+ proportional to N for constant frequency and
pressure

(and therefore to C ).

This his experiments showed, but only

at low pressures not appreciably higher than 0.1 mm. Hg.

At

higher pressures, the linear relationship between % and N was
no Longer followed, and the curves bent upwarcs owlng,
perhaps,
to the increaging influence of &, which renders the
above simpified form of (14) imapplicable.

It may also be due, it is

Suggested, to the fact that at these pressures the discharge
tends to localise in the middle of the vessel, thereby presenting higher values of N than the measured average.

By plotting 4 versus w

for constant current and pressure,

he was able to estimate N and TU by solving (17).

Probe results

(12)
gave hia a fsirly good agreement + differing by a factor of 3.
However, this precedure completely failed at pressures higher

than that mentioned above, and neither (17), nor the fuller eq.
(14), could lead to sensible values of N; but he found signs
Of resonance.

In these plots, maxima at these higher pressures

(up to 21 mm.) are observed; also at the higher currents (0.5 5 amp.), whose positions seemed to shift proportionately to the

square root of the latter parameter (and therefcre approximately
to N).

He concluded that this selective absorotion follows the

same relationship as that of N and W, —the plasma-electron

resonance frequency of Tonks and Langmuir — but he gives no
figures of the actual electron concentrations present.

He also

presumed that the case of the first parameter might be Looked
at in the same way if N were, in some way, a function of the
oressure.

Thus he explains the discrepancy of the estimated

value of N with this method by the fact thet he was working at
a range of frequencies not far removed from ".°
But these may be other factors to consider. As is seen in
his fig.(12), an expected “resonance maximun" is completely
swamped by the much higher “absorption” due to free electrons;

which shows that resonance effect, if at all existed, cannot be

wholly responsible for the failure of (14).

And further, in the

same figure, whereas one would expect total reflection, and therefore an apparent 100 pec. absdption, at values of current exceeding 2 ampe (N. for frequency employed corresponds to only

|

(13)

7.6 & to”* peG. ionisation - Appendix I), one observes that the
*‘apsorption” curve at these values of current remains at 80 pec.
It is thought that some direct power, most likely due to dife .

fraction, must have been passing in these experiments.

Many years later, Andrew, Axford and Sugden (1948) have
investigated the ionisation that takes place in the gases assoc-

fated with a buliet flash by a similar uethod, wasnein advanced

technique, in the region of 5 cm.

An x-bend waveguide system

was employed, terminating with electromagnetic horns for transmission and reception.

‘The absorption-time relationship was

displayed on a eathode-ray oscillograph, triggered by the bullet
itself, at different distances from the muzzle.

They obtained

@ meximua attenuation cf 0.6 db./em., which, om application of
(17) gave them an average N of 1.6 = to!! electrons/ cc. Uwas
estimated from gas kinetic theory,

hy assigning an electron

temperature of 2000°K. (whieh they later verified by applying
Saha's equation).

This value of N gave a good agreement with

the maximum value of 2.2 x lt ebtained from a simple det.
conduetivity method which they emploged simultaneously with the
first one.

More recently, Beleher and Sugden (1950) extended the work
to the study of ionisation produced by metallic salts added to
gas flames.

‘The flames produced were in the formof large slabs

ef uniform thickness intervening the space between the trans-

mitter end receiver.

They used a wide range of frequencies

(14)
(from 10 em. to 8 mm. wavelength) to measure the absorption on
the same specimen.

Putting

au

a zs zile » 64. (17) can be
Mme

written as
te

oe

=

.

Vv

aN

+

Ww

2

aNvy
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«

*
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(18)

so that, for a given condition of fonisation and collistéen

frequency, a plot of 1/of vs. w* should give a straight line.
Excellent conformity with the equation was obtained, and the

values of N and V were calculated from the slope ané the intercept of the straight Line on the ordinate axis.
These results show that the treatment of the electron as

a point charge behaving in the manner deseribed in (2-1) in the
above range of frequencies cannot be far from correct.

However,

the simple derivation of (4) and (5) assumes averaging of velocities which may not be justifiable.

This they recognised, and,

by comparing the values of G’ and E,thus obtained, with those
using Mergenau's expression (1946), whieh takes account of the

distribution of velocities (in this case Maxwellian), a constant
Gifference of about 20 p-.ce was found in all the frequencies used.
So far, in the absorption methods deseribed above, the fairl:
good results obtained owe their strength to two reasons:

1) The electron densities involved are not high enough to
Cause appreciable reflection, so that the loss of energy in this
wey, which would be registered as attenuation, is not so seriou:

(15)
as to cause much over-estimation of collisional frequency.

2) Large dimensions, compared with wavelength, of ionised
media were used; so that problems of diffrection and direct

transmission did not arise, though there are indications that

these two sources of error (as well as that of reflection) could
not be entirsly overlooked.

Thus, in the last work cited, a

variation of 10 pecs in the results was reported vith the longest

wavelength they employed.

Also, in Hasselbeck's results, apart

from those at high currents in which he did observe reflection,
these of high pressures, which exhibit maxima, and to which plasma
resonance is attributed, the possibility of interference should

not be altogether dismissed.
Henee, a line should be drawik here between problems which
involve dielectric media with dimensions which are of the same
oréer of magnitude as

r,.. such as most of the present experiments,

and those whose dimensions are large compared with

D,28, Cobo,

the work on the different layers of the ionosphere.

There are

ite oreblems where the reverse is the case, end is pertinent to
the present work to men$ion here the radar studies of meteors,

which emphasise the first and last aspects.

2.2.3. THE SCATTERING METHOD.
The earlier studies of meteors by Skellet and Pierce assumed
that these pieces of matter coming from outside space left behind

them, as they penetrated the earth's atmosphere, trails of ionised

(16)
ga8 which were large in comparison with the wavelengths employed
to investigate them; and soe the estimation of N from scattering

cata was trested in a similar way to reflections from the ionosphere.

Later work by Lovell and his associates approached the

problem from the voint of view of these trails having verg small

dimensions, treating them as line scatterers.

Thus Blackett and

Lovell (1941) put forward an expression, d¢érived from diffraction
theory, relating the reflection coefficient

and the number of

électrons/em. path, which was later develoned by Lovell and Clegs
(ismre
into the following

Jon i
ee

=a CRY
ty

(where d_c -

ogs

electrons/em- of ionised column,

(19)

» the classical electronic diameter,

G@ =the gain of the identical transmitting 2nd receiving

aerials over a /2 dipole,

*

Db ¢the distance of the trail from the observation serial,

= voltage reflection coefficient) ;
And, in the ease of collisional uli

a2it Gt) jen
;

deG

(2
ayeY electrons/cn.

(2c)

2

Radar technicue enabled them to measure r by taking the
ratio

of the amplitude of the tranemitted pulse and its echo

from the trail, and DP was estimated in the usual way.

Their

results ecres well with cotitemporary theory immediately after
the passage of the neteor, i.e. before diffusion takes place.

(17)
Far the 3 wavelengths employed t4, 6, and & m.) the reflection
coefficient conformed with the 3/2 power law of A, » although ‘at
the highest wavelength more echoes were recorded.

Now the above formulae are based on the assumption tha the
incident wave is not appreciably modified by the column, i.e.
no inside refraction,

and that the eclum is so thin that all

électrons in the same cross-section will scatter in the sane
Dhase.

Herlofsen (1948 A) remarks that (19) will be valid pro-

vided these conditions are maintained and the electron density
does nit anedadl 10 'Se1ectrons/em., presumably because the effect-

a, for scattering is of the order of 10°'?. For larger diameters,
as a result of diffusion, he introduces an approximate correction
which takes account of phase Gifferencss, but is only applicable

to the case where €, ~ |.
In a later work (1948 8B) he emphasises the importance of
the orientation of the column with respect to the direction of

polarisation of the wave, and he distinguishes between the cases
where the electric vector is parallel, and normal te the column

axis, in which Latter case the wave function fF

is also a function

of the radius r,, and Maxwell's equation becomes

Vita or
Sie © < Oe
7
E

t

oe

ah eo

el.

(21)

although, when €,r(, the fonisation gradient along ry, will be
small and the second term will be negligible, rendering (19)

valid in all directions.

(13)

But when ©,<<| , extending to —1

in the core (see Romell, 1951) the gradient in the case of these
trails will be appreciable, and plasma oscillations will be

excited if the electric vector is along the gradient, giving

rise to scattering of magnitude “several powers of ic” stronger.
sines, according to Herlofsen, a resonating clectron has a scat-.
tering cross-section which is comparable to the wavéiength

employed ané not to d&, as in its free conditien.

Thus he

accounts for the higher number of meteor echoes ebserved at \=8m.
°

‘

2.2.4. THE TRANSMISSION LINE METHODS .

|

These methods have been used to study ionised regions of

small dimensions as compared with a » and they tend to give
more accurate results for such cases.

Almost 211 these enclosure

»

methods have been the upshot of the study of liquid and gaseous

dielectric materials in these regions of the centimetric speetrun.
They may be divided inte two categories, depending upon the
method of measurement:

(a) The standing wave ratio method.

The complex reflection

eseffieient

r zsrezxp(jY) .-

is a function of ME

‘

;

“

of the snecimen; it is therefore

"

(22)

a

measure of the propagation constent Y (12 bis.) (see, eg,
Jackson, 1946).

pr ean be easily measured by noting the ratio,

Y » of the maximum to the minimum emplitude of the standing wave,

(19)
{nd the position, y, of
7

=

Y=

—\

=

av
——

Nex

the first maximum; so that
.

7

®

*

°

°

*

*

(23)

,

®

a

+

*

®

(24)

where Ais the wavelength in the medium under consideration.

If the conductivity and dielectric constant of the centre
conductor of a coaxial Line are varied, while the conductivity

of the outer wall remains very high, the resulting transmission

proverties, i.e.VY , vary widely.

With high conductivity, the

line acts in the customary manner, transmitting ell frequencies,
but with zero conductivity the line becomes a circular waveGuide with dielectric centre rod, and has a cut-off frequency.

This principle has been applied by Kerr et al.( 1947) in developing a method for the study of arc discharges.
Following this method, Goldstein and Cohen (1948) measured

the attenuation W at Ae 15 em. produced by the plasma of
several low-pressure (< 10 mu.) rare gases in the glow and are

conditions.

Very significant results were obtained, they found

that & first inereased with increasing current, and then decreased
sharply reaching a minimum value, thus indiceting a form of
resonance which was closely related to the plasma-resonance of
Tonks and Langauir (1929) at the expected electron concentration.

Recently, Cobine et al.(1950) have reported the study of
héavy-current arcs at atmospheric pressure at Ae 30 Cm.

The

gases used were air, argon and helium with discharge currents

(20)
up to 4 amp.

Looking at such ares tion the point of view
of

lumped load, they found that the reactance, which
was Capacitive, :
and the resistance incressed with length
of are.

The Latter

increased with increasing cyrrent and was appproximately
the
same as the d@. resistance.

In calculating o >» however, they

found a considerable diserepancy with theoretical
values.

(b) The regonence metheds, in the form of a eavity or a
Glosed half-wave co-axial line.

They are basically the same

Since in each c2se tas introduction of a lossy dielectric
will
Chenge the "Q* factor of the regqmator, a well as
its resonant

freqquency.

The former gives a aeasure of O and the latter of €,.

Thus Honerjiger and Schulz-Dubois (1950) explored the second
method with unpurified air at low pressure { V 0.7 ta.eHae).

The

whole space in the co-axial line was filled by the discharge
tube and a provision was meade for the central concuctor to be

moved in order to tune the resonator at about AS 'O em.

Their

work at low ionisation (N was between 5xi0% - 7x10%) and at such
low pressures meant that

O° was wo.

the change in the resonant frequency.

Thus

€, was measurable by

The results showed agree-

ment with (5) -neglecting V - to within ! p.c.

‘They suggested

that such a method could be applied to electro-negative and
iholecular gases for which the probe theory is uncertain.

Adler's work (1945) was more detailed, and included conductivity losses.

He placed a thin discharge tube along the axis

Of a cylindrical cavity excited in the THeig mode, and studied

(21)
the positive column of the glow discharge in low-pressure Hg.

at AZ 3 om.

Expressing €,and oc” in terms of complex conduct-

ivity, (¢) and (10), he derived expressions relating Q and the
resonant frequency shift to o,.
special case

and 0 , respectively, for the

of the cavity being partially cecupied by the

plasma.

7

He gives the variation of 0, and Jf

with pressure, with

the current as parameter (currents used between 76 - 150 MA.)His résuits show maxiaa in both sets.

This is to be expected

in the case of % only, since from (9) and (4)
ne

Nev

rere

mw" t+ v*)

:

.

*

>

‘

.

S

(25)

whose optimum value is at the pressure corresponding to

p= W

tog

28

fe

4.

tee

fhe imaginary pert of the conductivity is equal to (see (10),(5))

os

2

wo N&

t mad + 9°)

Ce

Go

a

and decresses monotonously with pressure ~- other things being

constant.

He attributes this maximum behaviour to the fall of

N at low pressures; and he does not consicer any resonance

phenomena.
Howsver,, Adler does not derive his ecuations for the complex
conductivity as showm above, but he applies Margenau's analytical

@ipression, referred to earlier (p-i4).

This gives a maximum

(22)
for

v. at a value of
Y= 0.78 w

a

*

’

*

‘

*

which is about 20 pe. lower than that given by (26).

*

(28)

From

values of electron temperature obbained by a Langmuir prebe
and compared with theoretical values (von ingelSteenbeck) he

ealeulates N as given by Margenau's expression from the results
of both O) and 0] at presaurse 1 ~ 9 mmsHz.

A systematic

diserepancy of also about 20 pece is noticed bewteen the two
values.

Prebe determination, though confined te pressures up

to 2 Me agresd well with a; .
It may 06 remember that a similar percentage difference
was found by Belcher and Sugden when they based tasir calculat-

ions on Margenau's treatment.

Frank remarks that Margenau's

exact mathematical treatment is offset by the application of
simple kinetic collision theory to the behaviour of electrons
and molecules, on account of the long-range effects of the
electrons on the latter.

Bile INTRODUCTION.

a

Perhans the meteor work (2+2e3e) affords the pest
line

of approsech in the ‘Study of the svark, especially in the
case —
ef leng gaps. And if small wavelengths are to be used, as
ss

ig necessary owing to the high electron concentrations
present,:
{ see ec. (5) and (5) },the conditions prevailing
with be those
of wavelength~ diemeter, which is the most, diffieul
t case.

To

Simulate such conditions, several mercury Cischarge
tubes of

:

different diameters, ranging from 6.5mm. to 6.4 G+,
were used,
and microwsve radiation of verioue wavelengths in the 8,
X, KK

.

and Q bends was applied.

Scattering experiments were earried oub; and it was also

worthwhile, because of the sucpected presence of other gases at

*

highey pressures then those of mercury Vapour at the venpe
ratures

prévailing, to first investigate a teehnique for absorption
measursnents sinilar to thet applied by Sugden and his associ
ates

(2-2-2), thereby estimating N and V.

It is easy to see fron

(16) that this method gives best result when Vv(= =) is of

the sane order as

G2.

It will also be renenbered that N should

not excesd the linit when reflection becoues apnreciable. Por

& seni“infinite medium with negligible collision damping,
1 pice
reflection ean be shown to be presented by a gae of electron -

density equal to

* = ix te" @lectrons/cc.

\

(24)
(see eq.2, AppendixII).

For the currents used » this condition

is thought to be fulfilled for tubes

{ end 2, which were used in

absorption work, for all the frequencies used except at A,210. 50m.

for which absorption measurements were not attempbed, due to other

reagons as well (3-7).

The probe results of Langmuir and Mott-

Smith (1924) on a tube of the same diameter as the smaller tube,
and which are reproduced in Fig.64, may afford a rough guide as
to the order of N to be expected, which is ebout 10!1 electrons
nee ee at the highest currents used in the experiments; the poas-

Sible effect of the rare gas filling is mentioned elsewhere.
Tt is agsumed in these absorption experiments that:

(1)

The radio-frequency energy is

insufficient

to

accelerate the electrons produced in the gas discharge to

inelastic collision levels.

(2)

The mea free path of the electrons in the plasma is

large compared to the amplitude of possible electronic oscillations in the r.f. field.
The use of very small r.f. power is therefore easential
to satisfy those conditions.

It will bé seen later that the

transmitted power is of the order of a few nicrowatts, which
ig quite adequate for these conditions when it is considered

that the powers invelved in mainteining any of the discharges
umder study were not less than 5 watts.
However, in these discharge tubes, the absorption method,

of which the genral arrangement is show in Fig.1!, cannot

be

(25)

oo

expected to be very exact for the following reasons:
'. Unwanted and complex reflection froa the gless walls.

a+ Thé Circular shape of the vessel, since theory assumes

plane, parallel boundaries. —

4+ The finite dimensions of the tube, which give rise to
diffraction interference.
:
:
These factors are investigated in the preliminary experi-

ments with the X-band apparatus before the final arrangement «
was adopted.
The possible distribution of the power as it emerg
es from

the transmitter, bef ore only a@ part of it is received by the
detector, is shown in Pig.1.
symmetry of the arrangement

In this figure, owing to the
about the waveguide axis, the

distribution is shown at only one side of it for clarity.
Starting with Po » <n ebtavated power at the transmitter, we
see that this undergoes various changes in direction and
intensity as it leaves the transmitting aerial; it is assumed
that the waveguide causes negligible attenuation.

Firat of

@li, when the radiation hits the tube-disecharge combination,

assuming that the impedance looking in the direction of the
transmitting hern is that of free space and the waveguide

system is matched accordingly, a portion of it 1s reflected
following directions of diffraction pattern relevant to the

- eurvature of the tube, both at the outside surface and inter~

(26)
nally; to this is adaed the radiation seattered from the plasma
itself.

‘The total power lost ere way is Cenotec by Pye |

Part of this power, P,, re-enters the transaitter system and
is responsible for the standing wave in the guide.

The portion

that penetrates the tube, cepant from that waich is reflected by —
the opposite boundary of the plasma and by the inside surface

of the wall, and forms part of P,, overwhelmingly follows a
direst route.

The rest, owing to the inevitable divergence of

the beam from such anetarad horn aerials and will be even more

divergent with increasing electron concentration, is either

:

lost and is ineluded with P,, or is reflected internally, i-¢.
P, at the glass-plasma boundary, thus taking a longer path
pefore it joins again the main radiation Pa with a shift in

phase.

Both of these rays suffer a drop in intensity equals to

OX nepers/em. (in the ease of uniform discharge) dus to collision damping, and so the absorbed power P, is lost in the
tubee

The emerging ouve Py, together with that travelling

round the tube on account of diffraction and is marked Pg, en- —
ters the pocelving system, where again a part, PL, is reflected —
pack and the rest is picked up by the crystal and its associat~

ed circuit.

Finally, the direct power, P,, which does not

hit the tube may, or nay not, be received by the receiving
aerial, depending on its (the aerial) size and its power gain
over a dipole, or, in other words, the angular distribution of —

(27)
its efficiency of voce ption &@ given by its polar diagram.
The theory of tae method, then, eentres round the principle
that, if Pye Pa and . ean be neglected, the attenuation coef-

ficient ol is simply determined from the relation
Pp. z (Pd, exp (204),

‘

‘

;

;

‘

(30)

where P, end (P,),, are respectively the received powera with

end without the discharge in the tube, keeping the latter in
position,

(d) is some distance which takes into account the

average pith of P, and Py, ®long the Glameter of the tube, and
$0 rendering Py @quivalent tc that power in & paraliel bean

passing through an ionised medium bounded by two shargly defined
paralig@l planes.

in thia way, therefore, 4 tranasaissien coef-

ficient can Se obtained from the ratio of these two powers,
nauely,
T

2 le

®

*

a

‘

a

a

(31)

The relative values of the vowerg, other than those in- |

volved in (31), whieh we will call the stray powers, are affected
by the polar diagrams of the transmitting and receiving aerials.
Some of the early experiments are devoted to investigating the

best type of aerial to be used in order to minimise these stray

powers that are not wanted in the shadow ares behind the dis~
sharce tube.

three commercial, cold cathode mercury discharge tubes

were used (Plate 1), and a fourth tube was constructed in the
laboratory in order to measure the absorption in argon.

Their

dimensions ere given in Table Xe
Very little was kmown about the ease contained in the
first three tubes other then that of mercury vapour. Nos.! and
2 are originally illumination tubes and no.3 is a uedicinal
Ultra-Violet quartz tube whose wall is about i+5 mm. thick.
The voltege-current characteristivs for tubes i and 4 are shown
in Flg+2@, which ere negative and are those of an are discharge
at low pressure; while the characteristic for tube 3 is shown
in Fig.46, and is that of a glow discharge.

Sinee it is also

@ negative characteristic, tae wios/ave transition is not far
removed from the current range shown.

In this tube, as cooling

is not very effective owing to the thick walls, the inside pres- —
sure of the mercury rises with inereasing current, and the slepe

of the voltage characteristic therefore diminishes and reaches

sero at about 170 mAs Mercury droplets were present at all
values of currents used in the experiments.

:

Tube 4 is described

later (3.2.2).

7

2231. ESTIVATION OF THE MERCURY PRESSURE IN TUBES 1 AND 2.
‘Qn moat of the experiments, when these two tubes were not

@celed with blown air, the inside temperature of the tube, and

(29)

|

therefore the pressure of mercury vapour, rose with increasin ~
g

current.

For discharge currents above about 2.5 amps. in tube ms

2 the pressure increases rapidly with time and current, and

:

the column starts to constrict, causing the vol
tage curve to

60 up (Fig.2).

This condition presented a Limit to the experi-

ments as the slestron concentration across the tube diamet
er

|

became less wnifora.
A rough estimation is here deseribed of the temperature of
the coolest portion of the tube, which is that lower side ad«

:

jacent to the positive column when the tube ig laid horizonta
lly,
Owing to convection eccoling.

The temperature was measured by a

Pt/PteRh thermocouple pleced on the outside surface of the we
at the point desired, and held in position by means of a thin
Sticky cellophane tape so as to prevent any stering of heat at

that point. (By eovering the exposed surface of the junction

:

with a (/4" thickness of eetine wool it was shown, by @ subseq- 4
uent experiment. thet, for as low s current as 0.3 alipe in tube

{, &@ temperature rise of 3.7° was noticed).

:

The thermecouple eireult 1s shown $m Fig.3, in which the

:

generated e.m.f. at the “hot” junction is detected by a sensi- ao

tive mirror-galvanoueter.

The series resistance R, which can

06 varied, akteve the range of temverature to be measured. This
thermocouple was calibrated againet a sensitive mercury bulb

thermometer (error=f 0.2° C.) by imuersing the two in a water

(30)
bath at various temperatures.

Both junctions a and b (the

cold junctions), as well as junction ¢ and the resistor R were
immersed in an o11 bath kept at room temperature, which was
noted.

Hence, the difference between the temperatures of the

two baths was plotted against galvanometer deflection at three
ranges of temperature.

One of these ranges, the highest, is

shown in the same ficuye, and it manifests @ linear relationship as is expected.
Now the question to be asked is whether the outside surface
temperature can be taken to be equal to that of the inside.
If K is the thermal conductivity of the glass wall, and mae
its thickness, then, for a total area A and total rate of heat

dissipation Q, the temperature difference between the two surfaces of the wall will be

tT

-

t=.

*

e

=

«

,

(3a)

Considering tube 2, which is the smaller of the two tubes used
in absorption work and therefore presenting an extreme case of

temperature rise above the ambient, the total surface area is
167-6 sqe om.

The thickness 1 determined by means of an

adapted cathetoneter whose movement is measured along a vernier
sealee

If the telescope is, in turn, focussed on the outside

and the inside surfaces, the difference in the two positions

Bives the apparent thickness of the glass, which was 0.04 em.

(31)
If the refractive index of the glass is, say,
thickness Sweat be 1 .5x0.0400.06 em.

1.5 then the real

Taking, for pyrex glass,

E=109x10" watt/om?/°C./on. (fIntsrnational Gritical Tables) then
for such a high current used an 2.5 amp.

(giving total dissipa-

tion Qa 2.5x19.2:48.0 watts) the temperature difference will be
}

Ty ~ tT.

=

re]

em

4+iew K

Pe

ee

Ua wO

io9 x 1074 x 167.6

i

oe

(33)

end, since thie is en extreme case, tT, can be taken to be approximately equal to *. in all caseg.

On this basis, the results

shown in Fic.4 for tubes 1 and 2 are assumed to be the inside

temperatures of the tubes, with a maximum error of 1.6°C.,

or

(1.6/104) 10021.5 p.c., where 104°. is the temperature of tube 2
at 2.5 amp.

Consequently, the ie. vapour pressure at the diffe-

ent currents is obtained from published temperature-papour pressure
tables (i.¢.%.) and the results are plotted in Fig.5.

It should be emphasised that the electron density deduced
from the probe results at these mercury vréssures cannot be considered as the true value if a second gas is present, and this
point will be taken up later (4.1.2.1.).

3.2.2. TUBE 4 AND ITS ASSOCTATED GAS SUPPLY. |
This tube (T, Plate 2), with its pumping system,

was in-

tended for the use of a probe, which was to be fixed inside
the extension P, in order to determine the electron concentration at various pressures and in different gases.

But it was

afficult to pass large currents through it (more than 0.5 amp.)

(2a)
for periods long enough to take measurenents, because
of the
racid contamination of the gas.

This was eapecially so with

argon &8 it is sensitive to impurities.

i

‘The absorption results

obtained from iN manera: give useful information in inter-

sreting those of tubes 1 and 2 (sec 4.1.2), and therefore
it is
éiven here a brief description.

|

s

Two brass flanges, F' and P*, were sealed by means of picein
o

wax to the two ends of the pyrex-glass tube T and served to

accomodate the leade to the anode and cathods, as well
as ful-

filling the mein purpose of elesing the tube.

Through these

flanges were paseed the leads in special glass insulatore
which
were gtrong enough to be used as supports.

The cathode ¢ was

a

@ hot tungston straight filament of 18 SeW¥eGs, and AC. current
of about i as was passed through it.

The use of a index

diameter was found necessary, as thinner wires had very short

|

lives on account of the evaporation of the metal as a result of.
the bombardment of positive ions when the discharge passed fron
glow to are.

Two thick steel rods supported the filament,

while the anode A, which was a cireular nickel dise, was sup-

ported by an aluminium rod. The use of the hot filament was
necessitated by the limitation of the D.¢. supply (about $00
Volts) to the two electrodes in order to get 2 sopious supply
of electrons.

To flange F' was also connected 4 brass pipe

Joined to a rotary vacuum pump via a large glass tap, tie

_

(39)

|

A smail glass bottle supslied the gas to the tube throughta;
ty, and Sys

For the measurementof the pressure, an oii mano~

meter, M, was joined to the system through tap t,,3° and the tap

t, comnected it to the continuous vacuum.

The liquid used for

the gauge was Apiezon oll (grade A) which has a vapour pressure
of about 1 on itis Hg. at room teaperature.

A preliminary test

ef the vacuum showed, by connecting a MeLeod gauge to tes that 6
the Lowest possible pressure was of tne order of 1079 tah» Hey
which was adequate for the gas pressures used.

The voltage-current characteriatic of the argon discharge

ig shown in Pigs20 at a pressure of 303 nls fg. in this low”
range of current shown, and because of the positive Slope of
the eharacteristic, the conditions of the discharge will be

‘those of an "spnormal" glow.

The general arrangement of the apparatus for absorption—
measurements in the antes region is shown schematically in
Fig.6.

Plate 3 shows a photograph of the actual apparatus.

Starting with the generator at A and its associated attenuator
and #&a frequency and power output meters, the radiation is
passed through a matehing device ¢ into the radiator horaBe

Any reflection between ‘the generator and ¢ is aeesured by ‘neat
of the standing-wave detector 5.

The whole plumbing on this

‘siee is that of Auerican stentart, that is, the dimensions of

a oo

ee or

:

the rectangular waveguide are 0.4 ZOD in. All these are

joined by standard couplings whichconsist of chokeandflange

held together by means of serews, and continuity of path is

ensured through the use of an Leshaped slot round the elreular

coupling whose electrical length is equal to Yo/2s where. Ag |
isthe wavelength ingide the guide. Gonseguently, any radia-

e

a

jien Leaking through the joint will retura in the saue phate

to the main one «
The aateher G is simply a piece of waveguide in which
4 = Beds screws, {2 cm. apart from each ohhes, are tapped

along the centre-line of the wider side. ‘The projection of —

these screws into the guide and the asount of thsir separation

introduce additions] capacitance andinductence, thereby alter

ing the characteristic impedance of thet part of the waveguide
If the horn & does not produce. good matching between the in-

pedance of the waveguideand that of free space, ‘thenthis :

screw arrangement will mateh the impedance of the main wave=
Guide to the resulting combined impecance in front of it, and

reflection will be brought to zero. But this does not mean—
that reflection is annuled in the boundary between the wave=
guide and the horn apex, nor between the mouth of the Latter
and the outside spaces

further ref crence #11 be made to

later (see3.5.4), With good matching (ie. careful adjus

mentof the screws) the standing-wave ratio was notwore th
e

(35)
1.03, with the transmitting horn
dirscted to free space,
The dimensions of the waveguide
@m the reeciving section

are slightly different (British stendard)
and are 1 in. x 0.5 in.

The receiver terminates in a crystal
mounting X, and any mig-

match is agein taken care of by the part H, which
is Similar
to GO.

In some exveriments another type of
matcher was used.
It cinsisted of one screw, whese position
ean be altered along
& slot in the guide, as well as its
projection inside the latéer.
K is another standingewave detector to
indicate any reflection
from the crystal.

Mere detailed d¢éseription of these part
s is given below.

2:32). Tie SIGNAL GHNBRATOR.
This generator is an ex-Service, self-contained por
table

4lystron set eapable of producing pulsed
, as well as continue
cus, waves.

It is provided with a power monitor and
a cylind-

Pical-cavity wavemeter (resonance in
the Hoa aode). Basically,

the unit consists of a 723a/B klystron osc
illator and associated

Waveguide connections (see block diagra
m, fig.6), a square
pulse supply to the oscillator reflec
tor plate woich permits
triggered or self-synchronous operation, a dir
ssct-reading thernistor bridge for power seasurenents wit
h its own coupensation
sor change in Seusitivity and aero shift,
and, finally, a

Galibrated attenuator in decibels below t uW.

The Latter con-

Sists of a rectangular glass Sirip with a platinum
coating whose

(36)
movement across the waveguide gives a measure of the attenua-

tions

It is alse provided with a etabilised power Supply to

the different sections, as weil as to the klystron reflector
ior continuous wave operation.

The supplies for the theru-

istor bridge and for the klystron cathode and reflector potentiale are all electronically stabilised using a pentode circuit,
mn

while the stability of these to the remaining parts

is achieved

by means cf ordinary gas-filled tubess
The variation of the performance cf the generator

with

time was investigated, and it was found that, within the reading
accuracy of the meters, really stable cencitions of outout and
frequency co obtain, but net in less than one and half hours.
BASUREMENT OF THE STANDING WAVE RATIO.
The voltage standing-wave ratio, [™, which is related

te

the amplitude of the reflection coefficient r by (23) is simply
the sQuare root of the ratio of the Gaximua to the ainimua
power €xisting in the standing wave.

‘the detector, which picke

up @ very small fraction of this power with n@gligible disturbanee to the main wave, consists of an adjustsble probe (a thin

wire of 36 S.%.G.) capable of being moved in 2 nerrow slot along
the middle of the waveguide.

This probe reradiates the energy

into another, but shorter waveguide, ana is received by

a

erystal detector; maximum efficiency is effected by moving
shorting stub at the end of the probe.

a

for accurate measure-

(57)
ment of the necessarily weak current, the detector unit

is

provided with a three-stage resistance-capacity coupled amplifier, and, in this case, the klystron circuit is switched over
to squaré-wave opsration, where the frequency is about

pulses/sec.

[000

The output meter of the amplifier is calibrated

&

to read voltage ratios directly.

323-3. SHE CRYSTAL RECEIVERS.
The crystal @etectors at the end of the receiving system
and those used in the two standing-wave detector units were all

the same type of the usual “cat whisker" and silicon crystal
(Sylvania GHS.!"21), which follow a very approximate squareLaw relationship, at low eevee, between the amplitude of the

received wave and the rectified current.

This current

is

measured by one of ano types of mirror galvanometers, with
sensitivitiss as follows:

Galvanoneter, 50-ohm coil resistances 200 mim / AA.

.

, '900-chn "

.

2 170

The leads to the galvanometer were well-screened.

s
To obtain

Maximum reception, the crystal is mounted at an adjustable

distance from a reflecting ‘plunger in the guide.

By means of

a serew, this reflector can be brought to a position A‘ /*
distant from the crystal, corresponding to maximum voltage in
the resulting standing wave.

(38)

|

With the s¢t-up shown in Fig.6 and Plate 3, the propor~
tionality of the crystal current with the received power could
be checked, making use of a former calibration of the generator

power meter.

This calibration was shown by Ravenhill (1948) to

be accurate to within $0.6 pec.

All the crystals that were

used in subsequent experiments were examined at different powers
and frequencies, and typical results are shown in Fige7 which

illustrates the expected linear relationshis.

beSe4e THE MUASUREMENT OF PREQUENCY.
The frequency range of thie signal generator is very

limited, namely between 9285 and 9465 Me/sec., ané this variation is produced by varying, within certain limits, the dimensions of the klystron resonator cavity.

In order to eheck the

Galibration of the frequency meter, use is made of the fact
that the sectoral horn reflects, or reradiates, part of the

energy received by it.

@his phenomenon was investigated by

Pipvard et al. (1946) in connection with their work on the
measurement of the power gain of electro-magnetic horns.

They

were concerned with reflection, back into the transnaitter,
from 2 plane metallic surface; but it can be shown that when

a receiver is facing the transmitter, such as the arrangement
of Plate 3, the received power will show 2 similar periodic
veriation to theirs with distence of senarstion, D, whose
cyele is equal to A /2:
9

x being the free-space wavelength.

(39)
Fig-8 shows this variation, which was deliberately exaggerated
by @igmatching the syafem, at a scale-reading frequency of
9385 Me./sec. = corresponding, to

Ne 2 3+20 cme

From the

curve, the average length of the cycle 1s 1.7 cm., which gives
a freeespace wavelength about 6 p-cs higher than the

scale

reading.

24+ EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF ABSORPTION TECHNIQUE AT 3 CM.
‘In all the experiments of the ocresent work the apparatus

was claced at a safe distance from any reflecting surface such
as the bench and the walls in order to avoid interference, and
these measures were found to be satisfactory when the position
of the apparatus was changed to different parts of the room,

without appreciable difference to the results.

Following the analysis of the transmission outlines in (4.1), .
an investigation as to the best type of aerial te be used

necessary.

was

It is mown that the gain of a sectoral horn, and

therefore the beaming properties, is a function of its Length

and angle of flare. Starting with the simple waveguide opening,
which gives the worst condition, the beam angle, for both the
electric and magnetic fielé vectors of the wave, narrows

with

increasing length and angle; but a limit is reached in the
latter at which secondary lobes appear.

Southworth and King

(1939) have made an experimental study of this relationship at
@ Wavelensth of 15.353 om-, and drew polar diagrams for several

‘types of horns. Their results wouldbe applicable to all
— ‘Brovasied ties dinensions are altered in the sane
ratio,

Two sectoral horns were tried; ‘they had the dimensions

listed in Table ‘Ity also, a 1x 6.5" waveguide (Plate &)
opening was covered by two thin metal strips séparated trea
gach other by a. variable distances 8, thus 7forming a elit

which the received radiation passed. From the work of Sou .
anid King, ited above, the beau mngles of home 1 and a~s
twice their flare angles.

The polar diagram taken for horn 2

(Pigs GA) agrees well with their result, noting that the ie t
refers to field intensity, which is nuuerically the square
of the powsr’ flux»

However, the radiation from the cheese

no.!, in the direction of the Mevector af the wave, is that8
& Waveguide opening.

This radiation is appreciable even

augles very near te 90°, @ege it crops to 25 pete in the

ion 75° from the axis,

Tt ‘is assumed that radiation and 2

tion propserties are identical.
When the reeciving aperture becomes Langer ‘Cin the

charge tube diameter as the flare angle of the horn is in

interference is caused by direct radintion, via. By(Pig
To overe one thet, the. af orenenti oned slotted waveguide is
slthough this ‘te achieved at ‘She expense of the bes: ing
of ‘the: asbial.

any

.

on.

Pirst of all, the shadow area behind the disda
s:tube
Was explored; and, for this, three different oyLinéric
al —
objecots were placed, in turn, horizontally
along ths width of

the horns in the space between them.

Horns of type number

wreused on both the Srananl sting and receiving
sides, “aid

the objects wers a copper tube, & glass tube, | an;
thik, and

& glass rod, having diameters 1.5, 145 ood 165 on respect
ivel
Each could thus cover the whole horn aperture.

Figs) shows

result of moving each one of them along the waveguide axis,
the seperation D was fixed at 10 Gms

|

L

In addition to the exvected increase with increasing refi
ing property, the screening action seeng to vary also with th

position of the object.

This is mostly caused by diffraction

and 1 is obvious that Py (Fig.!) is at a minimum close to the
Mouths of the radistor or the receiver.

It seens, therefore,

thet this miniuum condition of reepetion may be taken as
the
Criterion for the least effect of the unwanted Giffraction.
a
addition to this diffraction, interference is caused by re~
reflection from the transmitting and receiving horns
(36543),
whieh ia thought to eeaee be responsible for the regular noe

tion pattern; and internal reflection, P,, which perhaps acco

for the "focussing" action of the glass tube.

This last effec

refers to the inereasein received power above ‘the nowobstacl
level when the tube is ‘introduced.

(42)
Continuing with diffraction, further investigation was
was made to find out the influence of small separation bete

ween the object and the receiver.

The discharge tube no-2 was

here used at different d.c. currents and the receiver horn
removed,

thus the waveguide opening was well insice the geo~

metrical shadow of the tube when the labBter was placed horizontally.

Fig.10 shows the relationship between the distance of

seperation, which is very small compared with D or with the
tube diameter, and the received power at two values of current.

D was 24.25 cm. and the radiator was horn no.d,

it is, perhaps,

Significant that when the surface of the tubs is made conducting ©
by covering it with a tin foil,

the transmitted power is

not

completely screened by it, even at zero separation; whereas at
this very separation the higher current discharge does so completely.
Hetdes
UiLe VWO

.The diffraction mechanism is not quite the same in
‘i
Cases

, and therefore care should be taken in drawing

any comparigon.

At any rate, it may be safe to assume that the

tin foil presents an extreme case of diffraction.

At this most

favourable separation, then, the gap between the tube and

the

receiver edge which the cylindrical surface of the tube makes
with the straight waveguide edge, is next considered.

With the same arrangement, put with the transmitter, match—
ed in@l cases, in contact with the tube, the aperture width s,

es |» Pig. 11)
Plate. 4, was varied in the manner mentioned abov

(43)
gives the results of the variation with received power
at no
discharge (middie curve), and at 0.35 amp. (lower curve),

This

variation is also shown with the tube renoved (top curve).

The flattening of the curve after a = 6-4 mm. cannot be explain
ed; but it is not due to saturation in the receiving erystal
characteristic.

Apart from a slight modulation in the case of

nero discharge, the relationship in the presence of the tube is
alse linear, as would be expected on account of the diminishing
:

area of reception, showing that the effect of the gap is
Serious.

not

The modulation, however, way be the result of either

P, or Py interference, or beth, since 4+ Georeases in amplitude
with inereasing discharge Strength (absorption propertional to
current); and from this experiment, and others at different
currents not shown here, it assumes optimum values at the the

Same aperture widths in all of thea, but not in the absence of
the tube,
With

:
he above assumption of the criterion for mininun

received power or maximum absorption, it seems that the last

3

arrangement, namely with the removal of the receiving hora, would

yield best results. Bais is confirmed by a comparison with three _
other arrangements, the results of which are shown in Table 3; e
while table 4, in waieh arrangement (¢) is repeated at various

transaitter-receiver separations, indicates that reflection end
reradiation are negligible with proper matching...

‘Pfaking, then, arrangement (d), and with a slit width

of —

gay 3-4 ma., well below the width at which the guide exhibits
the peculiar flattening characteristic, an entinatien of the
percentage reflected and transmitted powers as fractions of the >
generated power P, are tabulated in fable 5 for both this width
and the full guide opening.

‘his was done by calibrating

the

receiver erystal in terms of absolute power (in microwatts),

2

and, knowing the generated power, colums 3 and 5 will express
the fraction (Py + Pg)/P, which is a P./P 3 while the standing

wave ratio will yield the ratio P,/P, in columns 2 and 4, since
this equal to jr ]*, (eq. 23).

fhe rest of the power will of

:

course be lost in absorption, scattering and direct radiation
into space.

As is shown in the sketones in the first column,

the transmitter and receiver were touching the tube, and the —

radiating horn used wae no.@ in all the three groups.

It will

be notiged that the reflected powers in group 4 are higher than

those in group 2, but this is only because of the reflection
from the receiver; and, for a true assessment of the relative

values of reflection and transmission as far as the discharge

ané absorption meamivenents are concerned, colum 5 should
compared with colum 2 of group 2 and not of group 5.

be

For

example, at the highest current shown in the tube, the fraction
ef the received radiation is 5.@/55+0 2 5-149, Lege about 15 PBut ‘ais presents an exaggerated case, since the cross-section

(45)
for reflection is larger than the one for reception

(guide

aperture enaller than tube diameter).

:

‘Turning again to the tin foil case, which, it was said, a
the worst case in diffraction, it is seen that, eonsidering the
narrower aperture, it ie only 0.5 pee. of the Generated power,

or 0.5/6.9 = 713 Dee of the power which would be transuitted

through the tube. This figure, therefore, can be taken as the
maximum percentage error introduced by diffraction in the follow-—
ing absorption experiments.

Although larger dimensions of waveguide are commonly used
for the '2emms band than these fa the S-mm., it was not con-

7

sidered necessary to go to those dinenst ous for the Longer

wavelength.

Gonsideration of the cut-off wavelength, jgt

an A n Bede of transmission in a rectangular waveguide, of
s

dimensions a x b (b Larger than a) from the formula

|

ae

[ (w/a)? + (n/av)?|

|

(34)

shows that, for the H,, mode of transmission, it 1s equal to :

@b.

And,since the guide dimensions were 7.0 x 3.5 mm., trans-

mission in the K-band was also possible, seven though with

Slightly more attenuation.

,

a

(46)
‘The arrangement of the apparatus followed the sams Lines

ag those for the X-band.

This is shom in Plate 5.

No measures

ment of absolute power is attempted here since it is not essen=
tial in the measurement of absorption, and therefore the power

monitoring system is simply en uncalibrated attenuator, marked 3
A, in the form. of a conducting blade of bakelite with provision
. to vary the penetration into the guide through a central slot.

:

Phe transmitting and receiving horns T and R are identical,
and are the same as horn 2 (Table 2) with the @imensions scaled
down in the ratio of the two wavelengths, viz.

13% 4.

This

a

horn was chosen on account of its superior beaming power in
both the vertical and horizontal directions, wailerelatively

(to the tube) small apiriars gives the sameadvantages as the a
reduced guide opening. Fig.!3 shows the angular distribution
of the square of the electric field (preprtional to the trang-

*

mitted power) relative to the maximum along the guide axis,

which, it will be seen, is similar to Pig. OA.

ou

With thks termination, the stending-wave ratio was better

than 1.1, for the G-mm., and !.2 for the !a-mm.

This was

measured by a travelling detector, similar to that of the 3ecem.
band, exeept that the power detected by the crystal at .
(mounting not shown, but identical to G,) is measured by

sensitive galvanometer.

the

A change-over switch connects this _

galvanometer to the detector ¢, for the measurement of

the

(47)

received power,

|

Another difference in the two apparatuses is a

the matching device: variation in the reactance at two points
in the guide, 4 mm. apart, is here accomplished by two shart

a

eireuited circular guides, and the position of the reflectors
or pistons can be altered by seans of a screw.

‘The

cut-off

wavélength of these two short transmission lines was less than

the !@sam. band, snd therefore matching herewas notpossible;
but,

ag is seen from the above, reflection is not serious «- a

Standing-wave ratio of 1.2 represents a power reflection - -

0683 pecs

|

:

Similarly, no provision is made to measure the amount of

reflection on the receiving side, and the only matching device
provided is the movable reflecting piston attached to the back

of the erystal mounting et 6,, with which matching was indicated

by the condition of maximum received power.

For each of the two wavebands a special kiystron was employed. | Tis is marked K in Plate 5.

A blower, shown in Plate

6, supplied en air stream for the cooling of the resonator. —
The valve is shown schematically in Fig.t2 with the circuit tor.
the supply of potential to its different electrodes.

_

The

resonator voltage (which is at earth potential) is between

2900 - 2400 volts above the cathode potential.

:

The potential

supply was drawn from a conventional half-wave rectifier cir-

(48)

|

cuit, and the supplies to the grid and reflector only were
stabilised by three gas tubes in series.

But further stabi-

lisation was made from a Westighouse constant-voltage transforner (defined by the dotted line in the figure).

In this

transformer, any fluctuation in the mains supply is drowned

by the saturated magnetic circuit, but in doing this, a bed _
waveform, rich in third harmonic, results in both the magnet=

ising current and the iidased voltage.

Although this is not _

very serious to the rectifier circuit, an L-¢ circuit is never=
theless incorporated, which is tuned to act as a short circuit
to this harmonic frequency.

The frequency, within very small limits, is varied in the

same way as the X-band Elystron, and the wavelength was measured —
in the following manner.
(2) The wavemeter:

The wavemeter WeM. (Plate 5) is a short

circular tranemiesion line, short-circuited at one end,

resonating in the H.,,oi mode, as the 3-cm. wavemeter.
Gimensions, the cut-off wavelength, A e is 11.52 mn.

and >

From its.
If

rg

ig the wavelength inside the wewe circular waveguide, then the
free-space wavelength is given by

ee

a

oe

oe

a

,

oe

(49)
A microneter was aveeenes to thereflecting
plunger in order

to measure A g/*s and so from (35) a graph was plotted for
,

versus

Pof2 ffor the Q-band.

However, a constant error was

observed ia the reading of the curve provided, and this had to a

be estimated. : Pora certain “wavelength, three dips were Q

noticed in the received power, corresponging to multiples ot 3
»ef? These were at 0.aaa”, 0.476" and 0.725", which indieate
that the zero positim should be at -0.026". ‘For the wavelength

used, which wag nearly the same in all the subsequent work Se
this band, this means an under-estimation of 4.8 pee If this

correction be uade, the true wavelength will be 8.47 mm.

is

To check this inaccuracy, the wavelength was measured in free
Space by the method deserlbed in 5.35.3.

in Pig.!4, which shows an average A,/2

The result is ee

of 4.2 mm.

Thus

A=

5-4 um. This corresponded to a wavemeter measurement of &. 4 ume:
in section (a) above.

After a distance of a few wavelengths, the wave from the —

:

twansaitting horn will ne longer be plane but will be very neare :

ly spherical, so that its intensity follows the usual inverse~
square law with distance.

If this assumption be true, then a

haowhedes of the receiving crystal characteristic can be obtain

ed without resorting to the measurement of absolute power. —

7

( 50)

:

‘faking the logarithm of the mean received power (shown
~

dotted) and plotting against log.D the Linear relationship
is.

obtained as shown in Fig.15} the slope of the
straight tine is
~',94. Hence, on the above-mentioned assu
mption, the vedthe fied qurrent of the erystal is very nearly propo
rtional to the
intensity, or power flux, of the radiation, with an
¢6rror of
2 DeGe Lor the range of power used.

:

fhe above method of measuring A. failed in the case of

:

the !a~-mm. band, as the modulation wes not well
enough pronoune
ea for any accurate aéasurement of the distance between
the —

Déaks.

|

Instead, measurement by a thin glass plate was tried.

The plate

—

had a thickness of 1.52 mm,, and, following the trea’

ment on thin dielectric sheets (Appendix 11), it will have,
in 2
the direction normal to ita aurface, 2 certain power refle
ction
ccefficient R and transmission coefficient 7.

Hence, if the

position of this plate be varied along the trensuitter-reeeiver
akis, the received power will be modulated in the same fashion
as before through reradiation.

The results for the abeve Q-

band wavelength, and also for the !@-mm. wavelength, are shown :

in Figs.t6 and 17, respectively.

‘There is 2 periodic varia-

tion of 4,37 an in the former and 6.9 mm. in the Latter.
these correspond te

1.

A/2: then the two wavelengths in air

‘Will be &-73 mm. and 12-0 mm

i

These results are a bit too high (judging from the Q-ban
d

:

(51)

|

figure), but are not entirely attributable to inacc
uracies in ’
measurement. The high value seems to persist over
the whole
Prange of a used.

It may be interesting, however, to mention that
, £rem the —
theory of dielectric sheets, referred to abov
e, it is perhaps

possible to Galculate the dielectric constant of the glass“S
o

these wavelengths.

If absorption can be neglected, as it

seens reasonable from the work of Penrose (1946) at 12.0 mm.

wavelength, then the height of the mean line can be taken as

numerically ¢qual to the transmission coefficient. In thi
s

case, the simplified form of eq.(1) (Appendix II), namely (6), _

will be applicable.

Solving graphically for n cave values of

dielectric constant ( =n*) to be 5.13 and 6.08 for = 8.5a
and 12.0 ma. respectively.

The former value is possibly too

low, but the latter agrees better with the results of Penrose a
(loc.cit.).

:

WENT BOR SCATTERING WORK.

We come now to the experiments on scattering.

The whole

work is considered exploratory, since, as far as the author is
aware, no definite technique hee been established, for micro= i
waves with gas discharges, on a laboratory scale.

The experi-

mental work of Lovell and his assostates (2.2.35) on baek

scatteringforms the nucleus in this field.

(52)
‘The same apparatus which was used in absorption work was
also employed in the experiments on scattering, and therefore

reference should be wade to the orevious sections (5.3) and

(565) for the description.

Here, also, the different types —

of horns were tried, pat it was found in most cases that the
results were similar, in that the shapes of the scattering

curves were alike, but the use of horn 1, or the open waveguide reduced the received power and introduced unwanted
direct radiation.

For the measurement of scattering at different angles,
the whole receiving system was turned to the required direction
An arrangement was made for the S-mn. apparatus whereby the —
receiver could be moved about the point of intersection of the
two traneatater and receiver axes, its position marked, and the
whole field in that plane mapped from 30° te 180°,

However, —

the major work was at go*, and the disposition of the apparatus
@as made manually, especially in the case of the 3- and 10-cme
Pigte 7 shows the arrangement for the case of the S-cm. band.

In this illustration a short coaxial line is seen to omarr*

:

the radiating horn to the rest of the transwitting system. ad
was used in some of the experiments where a change-over from a
Scattering with the tube axis parallel to the E-vector to thet

parallel to the Hevector was desired.
A few experiments on back seattering (o") were made,

oF
and

Se

oo

ake
these were carried out by removing the receiver,
matching the
transmitter to fpee~space radlation $0 that
the standing~wave

vatio is unity.

On introdueing the. discharge tube, the

vz

of the new 3.W.R. gives a tes of the amplitude r of the

reflection coefficient 625) ) r will then
be proportional to.
the reflected power.

.

ae

In view of the Gineresiani work of Htevisteen (a:2
.3), two

directions of tube axis were investigstedy
as has been nentione
(a) Axis elong the E-field veetor of the wave, and
(bo) axis along the H-vector.

.

a

this latter arrangement may not be quite the sane as the
oné with the E-vector perpendicular to the axis of the
‘tube, in

which case the two axes of the transmitter and rece
iver, with
the axig of the tube, lie all in the seme plane.

This

ment introduces further reflection from the ieads and other_
ueballie parts of the tube.

Only little investigation,

fore, was carried out on ite

|

Ttts to be noted that, since the senerated powe
rs from ti

&- end 12mm. klystrons were very small, the transmitting
and
receiving horns were kept close to the tube, and davestig
ation
at longer éiabances could consequently not be made with good
accuracy.

However, these éistances were, for dischargetube

at the three wavelengths, ell in the sane ratio as to these
Lee: It was also nneerres that direct tranonisston,when

|

(54)

tube was removed, was still negligible.

Experiments in this S-band apparatus were very limited,
af it was too simple for any precise work.

There Was no pro=

vision for voltage stanitiestion, impedance matching, or ness
nents ef ktandingeware ratio or of frequency.

— Wore important

still was the fact that the dimensions of the horns were
necessarily larger than those of the tubes, with the result

that absorption measurencnts gould not profitably be carried
out on account of the bigger influence of direct transmission,

P, (Figs)

The work was therefore confined to scattering.

The oscillator, a ¢/w-low power magnetron, was supplied—
from an ordinary power rectifier circuit, and the necessary
magnetic field was given by a separately energised electromagnet.

Aftertravelling through a short length of waveguide,

‘the wave is led to a co-axial line which terminates in a “chee:
acrial.

Both guides at which the eo-axial line is joined are

provided with sliding reflectors for proper phasing.

)

The receiver is a dipole, to which is joined a Soteetiing

erystal, and the rectified current was read on 4 ‘micro~aumeter.

This formed the mounting for a parabolic reflector at the foou
of which was fixed the receiving dipole.

For back scattering, the two aerials were placed as near

ENTS WITH TUBES1 AND 2.
A gore appropriate heading, perhaps, for this part of the

oresent work would have been "fransmission", since the inves
t=—
igation covers the unelanted reflection as well.

For this reason

although nore convenient for the application of eq.{18),

1‘.

would not be quite accurate to show the variation of reseed”

power with electron concentration in the discharge tube in terms
of the simple relationship with ot (eq. 30).

fhe results,

therefore, are simply presented in the form of the trananisaten
coefficient T (31) as it varies with discharge current.
Starting with tube 2, a further investigation was carried s
out with the different horns.

fFig.18 shows the result,

with |

varying currefth, of using three types of transmitting aerials +
tne receiver being the same in all cases, namely, the slit wave-

guide shown in Plate 4.

‘There is a closer agreement between |

the results of horn ! and the open waveguide than with those of
the second horn.

In fact, the first mentioned seems to strike

an average between the two other curves.

Taking then this

arrangement with the flat horn, the test was repeated on tubs 1

again with the tube axia along the Longer dimension of the horn
aperture, i.@., perpendicular to the E~vector.

the received power - current relationship.

Fig.19 shows —

(57)

The results in the shorter wavelength region are similar: —

they show the expected lower rate of decrease
of the transmission
coefficient with ourrent (since %

is preportional to /w*),

:

but the Slight modulation observed at 3 em. is here
more intens-__
Pied.

This modulation is investigated in tubes 1 and 2

in

a

order to find out what effect the position of the tube and

direction of its axis make om the shape of the transmission
Curve «

Figa-2)2ca show the results at Ao « 12 mm, end figures;

26-30 at Ao*= 8.5 mn. for the two tubes.

At the longer wavelength, with tube 2, wiereas the position,
of the transmitter does net make appreciable difference on the

shape of the curve when the axis is in the direction of the B=

veotor (Fig.25 is representative of two curves at D = tube Giae
meter and D = 14.4 om.), the difference increases widely when

the tube is normal to this vector.

This is shown in Figs. 23

and 24. The same is true in the case of the larger tube 1, of
which only two results are reproduced in Figs. 21 and 22.
However, this state of affairs does not repeat at ro" 8.5, 2

as the effect of horn separation seems negligible in both the
parallel and perpendicular directions to the E-vector (Pigs. 26

and 27, which are typical of several tube positions).

At this

wavelength, the influence of the horn on the receiving side

also investigated with the smallet tube (Pigs. 28-30).

is

Although

this influence is negligible in one direction of the H-vector,

it causes exaggeration of the nodulation in the étner direc
tion.

It seems, therefore, reasonable to conolude that dite
fraction contributes also very little to the received power at
these sherter wevelengths, as would be expected. -Thia leave
s
the appreciable amfluence of the glass walls which give rise

to the stray powers Py and part of Py (Fig.1),
is here much more than that at 3 em.
ferenes is regular

whose effect

When the resulting inte:

with current variation, ay strongly suggest

the adoption of the mean-line as the true tranamission charac

teristic; this procedure is tried on Pepresentative cases as

shown by the dotted line.

Ascordingly, the transmission coef

ficient T is re-scaled to fit the new characteristic.

:

We now have tranautssion characteristies for two sizes of
tube at three different oo of angular frequencies, "
egual to 5.8 x ia”:

15.7 =x io” rand 2a2i.7 x 10°° radians/sec.

on whieh can be applied ec.(18).

o& is calculated from

(30

ang (31), and taking four different discharge currents from 0.
to 0-4 amp. (maximum accurate results of absorption at 3 ems)
at equal intervals, the procedure is repeated for each of the

for the two tubes.

The results are plotted in Figs. 66-69

which give the relationship between 1/o¢

and wes

This relat

ship is linear, from the slope and intercept on1 the Vea axiso

which ean be ealeulated the two unknoms, N and vaas refe:
” onNs since

Slope =

i

and intercert =

5.3.x 107"

(36)

!

z

.

a

ae

~

(57)

The eight straight lines obtained aré, generally speaking,

satisfactory considering the following:-

(a) The radiation path in the discharge, 4, eq.(30), is
taken here, for simplicity, to be the outside diameter of the
‘tube, which obviously is net true.

It does not take accognt of

the tube thickness and the wall sheath of positive ions, which,
compared with the electrons, contribute very little to the ab-

sorption mechanism.

This results in under-estimation of ™%,

and since this error is a constant factor, there will be a cor-

responding over-estimation in both the Slope and the intercept.

The final result will be,

as VY is in the denominator

and

numerator, reapectively, the error in » will bé practically

caneelled, while there will be a certain under-estimation
the value of N.

in

This is exaggerated by the fact that the cross-

section of the tube is circular, and the mean path is less than
the Giameter, but this is difficult to estimate.

(b) The three points in each case, do not all lie precisely
on the line, because of the uncertain results at A> = 12.0 mm.
(wes 247 x 107"),

As is observed in Figs.2!, 24 and 25, the

.

(60)
interference modulation of the curves are not quite regular,
and therefare the position of the mean-line is uncertain.

:

Gonsequently, in the ease of tube 2, the average of the results

of the two mean Lines in Figs. 24 and 25 (shown by the square
and cireular points, respectively) is taken, and this is marked
by the cross points in Figs. 66 and 59.
(a) 4t the higher current, the intercept becomes very snail,
approaching the origin, leading to less accuracy in. the ¢stima-

tion of N and

p.

(a) Another source of inaccuracy in this estimation is the
relatively small slope ef the transmission characteristic at the
shorter wavelengths.
ween 0.31 and 0.99, at

At the Low-currents taken, T varied betA 3.5.

The values of N and UJ, estimated by this method, are
plotted in Figs. 70 and 7! resyectively for the two tubes as

functions of discharge current.

With the smalleredianeter

tube (no.2), the electron concentration curve rises wore steeply
than with the Larger one:

Assuming mercury vapour alone, this

is, at first sight, not surprising when one notes that the pressure rise (when the tube is not cooled) is more rapid with the

former tube (see Fig+5, put algo see later).
On the other hand, and continuing with this assumption,

the effect of increasing current on collision frequency is con-

trolled by two factora:

(61)
1. Rising temperature, causing af increase in the frequency;
and

2. increasing electron energy, resulting in either an ine

“evease or diminution in the collision cross-section (Ransauer

effeot), according to the energy of the electron and the gas
atomsor molecules present.

The effect of thé second factor may be balanced, or even
exceeded, by the countereffect.of increasing pressure and the
consequent drop in electron temperatures.

However, tn the ab-

sence of further informstion about the gas, or Sases, present

other than that of mercury vapour, it will not be easy to

as-

- §$@as the relative importance of these factors.
The pressure of mercury vapourincreases with temperature

much more rapidly than that éf the rare gas which is expected |
to be present, namely argon, at the tube tenperatures measured; :
and therefore, as was mentioned earlier, and reference was made
te Pig.5, a dominance of factor 1, or at any rate a net effect
in its favour, would be expected in tude &.

But this does not

‘seem to be the ease: on the contrary, the collision frequency
drops, although at a lesser rate than the increasé in N, with
increasing current, which fact suggests that the pressure rise

must be very small at the currents employed.

Referring again

te Fig.4, the temperature in the smaller tube at 0.4 amp. is 40%
giving a ratio of 313/295 = 1.07:1 to the temperature at sero
current. . The corresponding increase in mercury pressure

is

(62)
very nearly 5:1, whereas any other non-condensing gas present

Will only give a ratio of 1.0711.

It can be concluded, there-

fore, that such e gas must be present in abundance.

In fact,

ag it will be shown later, the two partial pressures aust be

differing by a factor of .4 1000.
Returning to the electron concentration results, the
conclusion sbove does not agree well with theses results. If

the pressure is appro<iuately constant at the range of current
shown, then 0, to a first approximation, Should follow the
relationships

a. zNeé 7

>

,

,

ys

(34)

with current (where 1, is the current density and v, the drift
velocity of the électrons towards the anotte), i.e. directly
proportional to it.

This seems to be the case with tube Pe

but not with the seccnd tube.

It mast be remembered, however,

that the results at the higher eurrents may not be quite accurate,
and it is not unlikely that the top density curve in Fig.70 in- |

ereases less sharply than thst drewm - similarly, perhaps, to
the lower curve for tube ?.

4.1.2. COMPARISON WITH OTHER RESULTS.
S.1.2. 1%.

HE PROB:

i

.

D »

-A very rough estimation of N and VY ean de made from the

(63)
results of Killian (1930) on a tube of 6.2 em. diameter, and
therefore very nearly equal to the diameter of tube 1.

His

work refers to the study of the pogitive coluanof pure mercury
vapaur by méans of a probe over a wide range of temperature
from 1.4 to 38.6" GO. (corresponding to alhanien % x tom

to

a+2 x 10°" ma. Hg.), but ig unfortunately ¢ontined to a single
value of total current, which is 5 amp.

Nevertheless, these

results gan be extended to incluce the present current range

up to 9-4 anp.

As will be seen shortly, three unknowns are

required, nanely, the electron temperature To? the mean free

path ofthe electron A, and the electric ficld X.

By com

paring Killian'’s results of T, with those of Langmuir and MottSmith (loc. eit.) on a different tube and at e very wide range
of current (0.1 - &.0 amp.) and pressure { p001 teaperature fron

15.9 = 60.09 G.), it is seen that the electron temperature does
not vary appreciably with current.

In fact, the fluctuation

between results of different probes under the game conditions
of pressure end current appear to be more than the difference»
in the results of the two works.

This temperature, however,

seens to be a funetion of predsure only.

about the voltage gradient X.

The same is observed

‘

The values of T, and X given are plotted as functions of

tube temperature, and from Pig.4 (lower curve), and remembering
that this only applies to mercury vapour alone, the intermediate

(64).
Values are obtained for the currents used.

Similarly, aA,

to a first approximation, is a funetion of pressure,
Killian's
results were plotted, and are, with those of T6 aud
KA, tabulated
in Table 6.
With these parameters Geteruined, the values of N
and Y are
then calculated from kinetic theory principles.

Assuming

a

Maxwellian distribution of velocities, the ucan electron velocity
is

G, Ja
tae <t2 x 10° fF
TT

(39)

a

where k is Boltazann's gas constant.
By definition, the collision frequency is simply calculated

froa the ratio of this mean velocity to the mean free path obtaing
ead above.

(N.Be When the tube diameter is less than the caleul-

ated value of A. it will itself be the equivalent mean free
path of the electron, provided the E-vector of the wave is along
the diameter.

This does not apply when this veetor is along the

tube axis; but, as the values of

Ag in Table 6 are not very much

Gifferent from the diameter, the difference in the two directions

Will be sasll.).

the electron concentration is calculated fron

Langevin's expression for the mobility of the electrons (based

on the simple formula of (38)), which, rearranged, reads as
follows:

Na _W:Ggsty

0-75 €X Ag

eee

a ca)

(65)
Indeed, this expression 1s used by Killian to
obtain the values

of A, from his probe results of Netc. It therefore
provides
a safe “extrapolation” of the values of W at the
present range

of current.

Table 7 shows the results of calculation of N and

» for tube | (frou Kitlian's results) and tube 2 (from the tube

of Langmuir and Mott-Smith).

These results are compared with

these obtained by the absorption method, which
are reproduced
from Figs. 70 and 7}.

It will be seen that the present results differ
vastly fron
thos¢ obtained from the two works mentioned above.

There seems,

however, a fairly constant ratio between the two sets
of results

of the collision frequency - of the order & 10°= which strongly

suggest the presence of another gas at a much higher
pressure

@

than that of the mercury vapour.

‘The Magnitude of the latter

is of the order of a few thousandths of mm. Hg. (see Fig.5) at

the currents 0-1! - 0.4 amp.

Hence the partial pressure of the

unknown gas should be of the order of a few mm. He. which is not
unreasonable in these commercial tubes.

Spectroscepic invesat-

igation 1s needed for the final confirmation of these results.

The results of tube 4 with argon confirm to a certain extent the last deduction.

As the diameters of this tube and

tube | are nearly equal, the variation of N with current

will,

to a first order of approximation, be in the same ratio.

And

therefore, the oly parameter left that will condition the rate

(66)

of variation of the transaission coefficient T is the collisia
frequency, which is directly dependent on pressure. By come
paring Pigs. 19 and 20 for the two tubes mentioned, it will be
readily seen that the pressure inside tube 1 cust be higher than

that in the other tube in order to produce such a faster rate of
deerease in T with current.

This contention, however, aust be

modified by the possibility that, egrrent for current, more
electrons are present in tube 1 than in tube 4, as the conditions

of discharge are not the same in the two tubes(see respective
voltage cheracteristics).
Ae. 02>

The possibility of reflection is next examined.

The worst

oa would be at the lowest frequency employed, namely that oom

@

responding to Ag? 3-24 om. (eq-2, Appendix II). At this frequ
eney, a semi-infinite medium with a plane boundary would cause

total reflection (Ry, 1) when the electron density in it is
10.7 x 10'! per ac. (Es 0), which is of the same order of magnitude as that. found by the absorption method, neglecting reflection.

However, a close examination of the variation of ref-

lection coefficient with electron concentration shows that this
is not as serious as it seems at first sight.

For simplicity,

the tybe (with the plasma) is again treated as a dielectric sheet
of two plane parallel boundaries, and the transmission formula

(see Appendix II) applged to it.

This is not a bad approxima-

tr...

2

‘

tion considering the area of observation is confined to asmall

part of its cylindrical surface.

Further approximation is —

wade by neglecting the effect of damping, as the calculation

would be exceedingly cumbersome.

At any rate, the effect

of

collision 1s to reduce the reflection coefficient, and consequent-

ly this evproximation is made to an advantage since it would present an extrens case.

With these two assuuptions then, the

qurves of Fig. 65 were calowlated for the two discharge tubes,
from which it will be coneluded that

(a) The largest rate of increase in reflection occupies a
very small range of electron density, which {a between 8 and
19.7 x o't and which is higher than the maximum density’ reach-

ed in the absorption experiments.

(b) At the highest electron densily in tube t, which is

a0 x ig! !. the reflection coefficient (= 1 - T) is not more
than 3 pec.

:

(oe) For tube 2, the waximum electron density reached, 70x

1o'', falas within it the first minimum in the transmission ecsfficient, which is equal to 0.9-

Therefore, the maximum reflec-

tion is nearly alse at the highest discharge current, and is
10 p.c.

This may account for the unduly high rate of increase

of N in this tube in the region of 0-4 amp.

4.1.2.3. THE CONDENSER MBTHOD OBSERVED PLAS!
ment
Por the confirmation of the previous results, an experi

(68)
was tried in order to measure the dielectric constant of dis
charge tubs 2 in a nanner Similar to the condenser method

of

Appleton and Chapman (1932), with the ¢xception that the resonant
elrouit was thet of a "Q" meter instead of the Lecher wifes.

The tube was covered, on opposite sides, by two very thin alua-

inium plates (dimen@ione 6.3 x 3.4 am.) bent round it to take
“its shape. Short leads connected these plates in parallel with
the internal condenser of the meter.

Sut it was found that,

even @ the maximum frequeney range of the meter (highest frequ-

eney range of the meter (highest frequency was 45 Mc/sec.), the
passing of the discharge increased the dielectric constant of

the tube.

This may be explained by the fact that the plasma

was behaving more as a conductor than as a dielectric, thereby,
in effect, decreasing the gap between the plates.

The “sondenser" was then connected across an u-hef. signal
generator which had a hizsher range of frequenoy.

The indust-

ance of the oulput coll, and that reflected from the primary of
the generator, with the capacity of this condenser formed

a

tuned circuit, ent pencucins was obtained by varying the frequency and observing a dip in the output meter.

On inereasing

the discharge current from 40 to 800 mA, the resonant frequency

dropped from 92.7 to 75.5 Me/sec.; and noting that this resonant
frequency was higher than 250 Mo/sec. (maximum range of the gem

erator) in the absence of the discharge, it is clear that the

(69)
conductivity part of the plasma dielectric was still dominant
at this high frequency.

The collision frequency must there-

fore be at least of the order of this frequeney, if not much
higner, which is, at any rate, higher than that calculated on

the assumption of mereury vapour alone (see Table 7).
In the course of the first part of the experinent, it
was observed, when trying the lower range of the meter, that

the introduction of the discharge caused an unduly high value
of "Q".

he high deflection of ‘the ueter persisted when the

hf. supply was switched off, indicating self-oscillation
the plasma.

in

However, this oscillation was only present under

certain conditions.
from glow to are.

It stopped when the discharge changed
In the glow condition, the region enclosed

by the plates was partly occupied by Faraday's dark space, and
the positive column filled only about a third of the tube. When

the electrode polarity was reversed, or mains supply changed
from 23° to 460 volts, oscillation also stopped.

In all these

eases, the position of the boundary between the positive colum
and the derk space changed; and therefore, it seems, that this
boundary has something to do with the oscillation.

This oscil-

lation might be, then, of a type similar in nature to that of

Tonks and Langmuir where the presence of a sharp boundary isa
condition for the establishment of a definite frequency.

Incid-

entally, although a sharp resonance was indicated by the meter

(70)

:

|

:

as the capacity of the internal condenser was varied, there

was no pure tone when the oscillation was listened to by means
of a heterodyne wavemeter.

A continuous crackling noise was

the case, varying in intensity as the capacity was varied.

Howe

ever, as the frequency was low, increasing from 1.51 to 1.82 Me.
per sec. as the current was increased from 14.2 to F463 mA, it

is very likely that the oscillation is that of the “plasma-ion"
type.

Yhe relation between the natural frequency of this oscil-

lation and the electron density is similar to that of the “plasmaelectron” oscillation with appropriate allowance for the difference in the weights of the two charge-carriors.

For mercury

ions, it is 1/600th that of the electron frequency (Tonks and
Lengmulr, loc. cit.).

Heneé, applying their formula, which

corresponds to é.. 0, the electron concentrations ——

to the two currents 14.2 mA and 34.5 mA will be 1-0 x 10
1.45 x 10'° per cc., respectively.

and

Comparing these values with

those in Table 7 (tube 2), and remembering that there is a fac-

tor of about 10 in the two ranges of current, it will be seen
that they are nearer to the absorption results.

However, this

result has to be modified to take account of the ions of the
rare gas present, which will give a different factor from the

699 quoted above for mereury-

:

(71)

4.2. SCATTERING.

:

a

|

The results of the experiments on seattaiine are divided
inte four parta, according to the frequency used.

They are

Shown in the curves of Figs. 31-63 as follows:

(a) Figs! and 32

at, A, = 10.5 om.

(b) Pigs. 33-46, at A, = 3.34 om.

(c) Figs. 47-51 " © = 1.2 om

(4) Pigs. §2-63

“

"°

= 9.85 om.

;

The second part of the work includes a good mange of tube

diameter (tubes 1, 2 and 3) to conver values which are higher,

equal te, and lower than ),, whereas the experiments in partes

(a), (@) and (4) are confined to tubes | and 2.

Each part is

also subdivided according to the direction of the tube axis with
respect to the Eevector of the particular radiation employed.

—

It is proposed to discuss the parts in more detail in the following sections.

It is to be noted that the seattered power, ?

shown in these curves is ‘that received in the particular dires-

tion indicated; its units are considered arbitrary, though in
fact the figures shown are the deflection of the galvanometer
connected to the receiving crystal.

La

Se

:

_

This is the scattering at the angle @ «0 , or as near to

this value as it was practically possible between the transaitting and receiving horns.

Figs. 39-44 are the results of ex-

(72)
periments at ©: 0° exactly, since only ame horn, the trans-

mitter, was used in the uethod deseribed in (5.6). ‘The distance
of separation between the mouth of the horn anc the tube axis

covers a range of 4 wavelengths, between 0 and 13.3 om.
seen that the variation

It is

with both current and distance is most

complex, but two things stand out, which, to say the least,

point in the right direction:

1. The power reflection coefficient, P,/?o* Waich is a
measure of scattering, varies with the distance in an

inverse

manner.
2. The scattering with the tube axis perpendicular to the
Eevector of the wave is, generally speaking, higher than that

in the other direction shown.
In the latter condition, it would be excected that the re-

67

verse should be the case from the point of view of scattering
area, since the radiation is beamed; and, as far as the E-vectar
is concerned, which is mainly responsible for the scattering,

this beam is narrower in one direction than in the other on
account of the field distribution at the mouth of the transmitting horn.

This, perhaps, confirms the observations of Herlof-

gon (11. ec. in section 2.2.3.) sinee the E-vector in the first
direction is along an ionisation gradient across the diameter
of the tube.

by his theory.

But the difference is not as high as is predicted

(73)
The different shapes ofPofwurrent characteristics at dif-

ferent distances of separation may, however, be connected with
the divergence of the beam of regiation (see polar diagram in

@ig. 6A), since this will causedifferent angles of incidence
on those discharge boundaries which are not on the transmitter

axis.

ie
In view of the fact that the work of Lovell and Clegg vee

fers to back scattering, then in this respeck 1t is useful to
examine the applicability of their formula (19) to the present
results.

Since horn no.2 was used, which has a beam angle

approximately equal to the flare angle (22°), then, by definition, the gain @ of the asrial is very nearly = 16-

#‘Taking the

value of the classical electron diameter to be equal to 2.84x10'?
the electron concentration NW can be calculated at any distance
D, noting that ao Nx eross-sectional area of the tube, which
ie $-.C sq. cm.

rf, for example, the result of the lower curve

of Pig-43 is taken as a typical one, the power reflection soefficient reaches a maximum of about 1.4 p.c. at 2 amps.

corresponds to r zV/(C.0t4)# 9.1a.

This

Hence the result will be

Rs t+} 2 ro! electrons/ec., and if the collision frequency is

taken into account, as it showld be since it is found from abscrption results to be of the same order of magnitude as the

angular frequency of this wavelength, equation (20) yields higher values of N.

‘aking w = V, the value of N will be 1+4 «5

(74)
times the value calculated above, which confirms the result

reached at by the absorption method, namely thet the slectron
concentrations in this tube are higher than those of Leng-

muir's (ef. Pig.64).
However, the complex results obtained may not justify the

use of the above-mentioned two meteor formilac.

This is due to:

1. Tube diameter of the order of the wavelength in air,

which is contrary to the assumption of the theory.

This results

in interference of scattering from different parts of the colum.

2. Interference effects also result from reflections from
the glass walle as was mentioned earlier, see readings at zero
current.

It has been suggested that this reflection ean

be

@liminated by the use of glass wall of thickness which equals to
A /*, where

An is the wavelength ingide the giass.

But this,

according to the theory of thin diclectric sheets referred to
elsevhere, 1s only applicable to the case of normal incidence,

end is therefore not very setisfactory with e circular crosssection such 2s that of the glass tube.
3- The electron donsity across the tube diaceter is not

strictly constant, but rather the distribution is a function of
the distance from the axis, where N is & maximum.

As gan be

Shown from working out the values of R, at €.* © and values
slightly higher (of. Fig.65), reflection varies very rapidly
with N in this region, which fact causes intensification of

(75)
eondition (1) above.
The experiments whose results are shown in Figs. 45 and
46 approach the condition of tube diameter << AL:

They were

taken under the sawe conditios of trenani teed power

tube-horn spacing.

and

‘the resulta are markedly different in the

two directions of the axis.

nes, the direction of the H-vecter

(Fig-e4G) gives results whieh are not quite similar to those of

the @otted line of Fig.45,(of. the two full-line curves.).

The

three peaks scbserved in the first dotted curve may be due to

plasua resonance of the type obtained by Romeli (1951) following
the theoretical work of Herlofson.

Here also it is difficult

to account for the several peeks, which are not predicted by
the theory.

It is seen, however, that the positions of these

peaks are spaced et approximately equal intervals of current;

and if the latter is taken te be proportional (nearly) to
:

electron density, it rather suggests that these peaks are
harmonically related.

In other works, the plasma-electron

resonance, wuether it be of Tonks and Langguir (é% Oo), see

Pp. 7° above, or of Herlofson ( 2 1), as referred to in
p- 18, might be excited by frequencies which are aultiples of

the fundamental corresponding to one of these values of €. ~
- ‘possibly on account of oscillation in different modes.

The

electren concentration corresponding te the first value of ey
at the frequency employed, is 1.07 x to!

2

per ec-, and it is

(76)
2,74 x 10 ta at the second velue.
Here, 2 little digression is nerhavs neepnoney in order

todistinguish between the two theories.

These two phenomena

are fundamentally the same: the natural frequency arises from
the contention that the displacement of the electrons creates
am attractive field petween then and the sworm of positive ions

left behind in their former oositions owing to their mach larger
mags.

A @isturbance, then, through this clastic force and the

inertia of the electrons causes free simple harmonic motion, if
4t ie not impeded by collisions.

The seale of this operation

is not that of the ultinste electro taken singly, but rather
ef a large group of such electrons.

This, therefore, is quite

€ifferent from the ¢arlier iden, referred to in the introduction,

@.

of an elastic bond hol@ing in@tvidusl clectrons totheir equiLibrium position, and which seems to have been éisoredited.

Both the electrons and the positive ions, under the present-day

theory, continue to be free in their random (ané ealeo drift)
motion, but their behaviour, en masse, is, te use the simile of
fonks and Langmuir, likened to that of a rigid jelly.

The cif-

ference between the two results, however, is due to the fact

that Herlofson takes sconunt of the cylindrical shape of the
dteuhinees but the condition of a definite period of oscillation
in both cases remains the seme, namely, that the dimensions of

the oscillating region shovld be much smaller than-the

field

(77)
of the impinging wave.
, Herlofson is of the opinion that, in this case of tube

Giameter <<
the discharge,

Ay

the glass vessel forms an integral part of

and if that is so, the present tube dimensions

peeome comparable with the wavelength.

The possibility of

interference should therefore not be excluded.
+

The large difference in the values of received power at

no-ourrent in the two directions confirm the view, indicated
earlier, that the surface for reflection is not the same

in

@ach case.
Sintlar conditions

with the longest wavelength and tube 2

gave entirely different results.

This is shown in Fig. 52a,

in which no sign of resonance is observed, and the curves

for

the two directions of the tube are similar, rising uniformly
e

with increasing current and only dropping when the discharge
starts to constrict.

But the conditions aay are, in fact, not

quite similar, as the wavelength to column diameter ratio

is

here 3 while in the last case it was 10.

90° direction, but other directions are alse investigated.

As

in the last work on back scattering, very little interpretation
extreme com
¢an be given to these results on account of their

(78)
plexity.

The nain feature that 1s pregent in aluost all of

them is the undulatory nature of the scattered power-current
curve with its uaxiga and Minima, exhibiting in many cases
S6Veral peaks, reminiscent, perhaps, of resonsnt vhenomena.

‘

Although scattering, as a result of the forced oscillation of

the individual electrons, can take place in all directions, it
is not easy to-deside whether this is equally applicable to the
résonating electron with the expected sugmentation in scattered

power.

That is to say, the cross-section for scattering may

be €ifferent at different angles.
be thet

Consequently, it may equally

these peaks are solely due to interference effects.

4.2.2, i. SCAT Tia LE

The only exeeption to the sharp variation in the scattering curve associated with these peaks are the results at 10-5 om.
:
2
wavelength.
Figs. 31 and 352 show the scattering in the 90 direction for tubes 1 and 2, and it is seen that the increase
in the scattered power is fairly continuous , whereas the drop

in the curve of tube 2 is caused by the constriction of

the

discharge at the higher currents - of- back scattering.

In

those seattering results marked with (x), the high readings at

zsre current are mainly due to the uifortunate direct radiation,

a8 a result of the bad polar diagram of the transmitting and
receiving aerial in that direction of the E-vector.

(79)
4126202. SCATTERING IN THE X-BAND.
At the 3-om. wavelength tube | gives results at 90° and

45° in the two direations of the E-veetor which have one feate
uve in common, namely, that at about 1.5 aap. the scattered
power increases (Pig.35 shows a decrease from a maximum value)

rapidly reaching a point in the region of 2 amperes After which
the curve flattens out to the highest value of current used see full-line curves of Figs.34 and 35, and the two curves of

fig.26.

The electron concentration, worked out from Killian's

results as deseribed earlier, at 1.5 amp. is 7-2 x 19°? per cc.
(Langmuir's results of Fig.64 give, after taking account of the
different diameters of the two tubes, cirea 6 x 10° per ec.),
while a straight Line extrapolation of the absorption results
{lower curve of Fig.70) yield a density of 9.5 x 10"! per cc.
If this latter value ts taxen as the nearer one to the actual N,
and renembering that the dengity is even higher nearer to the

axis of the discharge, it seems not unreasmable to attribute
that behaviour to in ie approach towards the eritical elect~
ron concentration of 19-7 x tq!" at c* 2.

But, it is dif-

ficult to say whether the senttering mechanism is due to the
above-nentioned plasma resonance, or to the totel reflection

such as that of the tonosphere (also at €.s B), sinee the
tube diameter is about twice the wavelength.
As a means to find ovt which side of the discharge takes

(89)
part in this scattering, a small, thin copper plate was placed
at two positions as shown by the broken line marked A in Figs.

~* and 35, with ite long side e2long the axis of the tube.

The

results, as shown by the curves in broken lines, clearly indicate thet practically no reflection takes place from the far end

of the tube after a value of discharge ourrent of about 1.5 amp»;
Binee, if there was such reflection, the presence of the plate
(Fig.34) would have been to centinue in causing an inerease
:

of

in

In point of fact the difference between the two values

es greaually dininish reaching zero before the 1.5-amp.

Velue of current is reached.
The two curves of Fig.36 have been obbained at the same

value of rediated power, and, as they are seen to be identical,
the Girection of the tube axis with respect te the E-vector
seems to be of no consequence.

They also go to show that the

value of 1.5 amps. is related to some critical electron coneentration.
The results with the smaller tube (no.2) show a aifferent
trené.

The positions of the peaka in the two curves of Pig.37

are not simply related, but the peak which corresponds to a current of ebout 9-75 amp. may be associated with the kind of behaviour which tube 1! showed at 1.5 amperes, as here again

the

electron concentration at this current (0-75 amp-) eannot be far
from the critical value (see Pig.70)-
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Pig.58 shows that, contrary to the results obtained from
scattering at 7 varying the distence of separation doesnot

have on apprectable effect on the scattering characteristic.
Tt also shows, when compared with the corresponding eurve of
Fig.37, that the effect of cooling ie tan on électron

econ=

centration does not become marked until about 6-7 amp., which
may be due to the presence of enother gas at a high pressure,

as pointed out in (4.1.2).
Pee 3

The scattering results of the ig-ma. wavelength radiation,

ana also of the shorter wavelength, are characterised by the
multiplicity of the peaks.

In almost all of these results,

however, there appears to be one which is most prominent,
it wili be interesting to follow its relationsnip with

and
the

current.
#or tube i, the direction of the Eevector and the tube -

horn geparetion wake very Little difierence on the position of

this highest maximum point, which is, from Figs.47, 46 and 49,
in the region of 4 to 5 amps.; but its exact position is aifficult to locate, as it 1s unrecognisable from other subsidiary
Peaks near it.

The critical value of N, corresponding to tero

Gielectric constant, at the present frequency is 7-0 x 1o'?
2 as obelectrons per cc.
This value compares with 5-1 x 10",
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tained fron a etraight line extrapolationofthe absorption
results to 5 amps.

Killian’s value, whichHappens to be also

at this magnitude of current, is 4.4 x 10"! when extrapolated
te the mercury temperature of the tube (about 80° Go).
The tro curves for the smaller tube in Pig .50, together

with that of Fi¢.5t, where the tube was cocled, show

under

the conditions indicated, practically an identical variation,
excent in the nositio of the neaks.

This is easily explain-

eble in the case of the last curve as éue to the lower electron
concentrations at the lower bunparatures: while the first two

curves sy be as they are as a result of different ambient
temperatures.

The full-line curve was obtained at a room
°

temperature which varied between 20-26

¢.,and the broken line

at 16-249 a,

fhe investigation was more extensive at the $.5-mm. wave-

length, particularly with the smaller tube.

The two results

of tube | in the twe directions of the E-vector are shom

Wigs.5@ and 55-

in

Here, again, if they have any significance,

the two largest peaks in the two curves lie at approximately
the same value of current, which is about 6.2 amps.

Afactor

of about i-4 exists between this value and that at 12 mm.wave-

length, whereas the ratio of the two “critical” electron con-

oe

(3)

centrations 1s (15.2 x to'*) / (7.8 x 10'*) = 1.95; put the
electron concentration may not be proportional te the current,
as, for one thing, the temperatures of the tube is not the same
in @ach case.

It should be mentioned that the shape of Fig.

52 ourvs ia very much the same as that reported by Romell (1951)
for his 3.2-om. tube of mercury discharge at 30-om. wavelength, |
but the conditions of the two experiments are different.

The

ratio between tube diameter and wavelength is just reversed,

end the direction of measured scattering is in Romell's case,
approximately that of °° (back scattering).

The similarity in

the results may therefore be a mere coincidence.
Figs. 54 and $5 give the scattering at 90° with the smalle

tube, not exposed to blom air, but the experiments of Pigs. 7b

to 63 were conducted under cooling conditions.

‘The latter

results are most significant, and they throw some light on the
work hitherto.

Firstly, the effect of the position of the tube

is demonstrated in Figs. 56, 57 and 58.

These three curves

show that the displacement of the axis of the tube from the

point of intersection of the transmitter and reaeiver axes
Causes a radical change in the shape of the scattering characteristic, and what prominent peak there is, is shifted in position
with respect to the current.

A more general picture ispre- .

vided by the two polar diagrams of Figs. 62 and 63, which were
obtained at values of discharge current between zero and 5 ampe.-

_

oe

at a constant level of rediated power. In all these diagrams
several 1 t 6can be geen, whose lengths are not equal,
are ia aifferent directions at different currents.

and

There

seems, howsver, a tendency for one of these lobes, generally
the main one, to appear at a smaller angie as the current

is

ineréaged, which may be associated with the resulting reduction

in the dielectric constant.

It is also reasonable to infer

‘that the main lobe in the polar diagram and the highest. peak

in the familiar seattered power/current characteristic arise
from the same wechanisa; compare, for example, Pigs. 56 and 60
which were ‘taken under the same couditioas but in different
a@irections - the main peak shifts from about 4 amps. at 90° te
about G amps. in the 30°. direction.

This may also apply to

the subsidiary yaaike in the characteristic, but no satisfactory
@xPlanatio, can be given as to why the scattered power varles

in the manner it does without a rigorous analysis of the diffraction pattern resulting from the inbroduction of a discharge |
Colum, 2nd, also, of the contsining glass vessel.

The theoretical work of Moullin and Reynolds (1941) ea the
Scattering from cafucting cylinders provides an extreme case

(see Brillouin'snote (1949) on Mowllin and Reynold’s treat-

ment of the problem by means of the ray theory), but the present

problem is best looked at from the point of view of a eylind-
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rical dielectric rather than a conductor.

Ag far as the

author is aware, the work in this field of dislectric scate

tering has mostly been on spheres, and a similar treatment is
_ therefore needed for the cylinder case.
-

5. CONCLUSION.

(86)

oe

The weasureuent of the alectron density by the abserption
néethod adopted in the present work can be sinideiol satis-

factory under suitable conditions of discharge.

The twe main

conditions are that, firstly, there should be negligible refiection from the plasma under atudy, and, secondly,

that

the

pressure should be high enough to cause a eollision frequeney

between the clectrons and the neutral atoms comparable to that
of the incicent radlation employed.

It-is probably lesa

accurate than a probs measurement, particularly if it is desired
to confine the investigation to a small region, on ascount of
the inherent averaging of the method, and the diffraetion preb-

lems that arise.
But, despite the fact that the dlimenslons of the discharge
tubes used were comparable to the wavelength in many cases, and

the plasmas did not present boundaries which were plane and
Darallel as required by theory, the results are not seriously

in error when compared with thoss of the probe.

‘The difference

in the two redults is mainly attributable to the presence of a
secondary gas, probably argon, at. a higher vresaure than that
of the mercury vapour.
The accuracy tends to drop with Increasing current when
two factors become prominent owing to the rise in the eleetron
Gensity, they are:
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\a) Reflection frou the plasma boundary; and

(b) collision frequency becomiy relatively less, even
taouga the actual value regains censtaat.
The work on seatiering shews some interesting pasnouena, -

aibhough no preséat theory can Batbiafactorily bs used to deduce
the electron concénivatian,,or even to account for these phenCHGhe Ch aAceouns of thé Giuenslons of discharge and wavelength

used.

However, both the lenosphere ami the aeiecr theories,

waich apply to two opposite extreass of the preseat ane, can,
With @ limited advantage, be resorted to in the seargh for
oraérs of tagnitude.

: Hence, & tentative extrapolation of the

absorption results shows thet the peaks observed in senneotion

with the = and Q-band studies may be linked up with the eritie-

e

al cléectron densities expested frou 6ither of the two theories.

The two sactorsa, referred to above, which ean cause the
failure of the absorption aethed, are theaselyes eszential for

the Simplification of the scattering results, and therefore the «
two methods may oe considered ceupligentary 2long a wide range
of current with tiv attendant change in discharges caaditions.

But a little complivation is added, in both gases, by the 2€068~

sary presenge of the glaes tube, aod some means have te be devised
in order to isolate the genuine 6ffesta of the plasma frouthoas :

Gausea by glass reflection, even though the latter is small in
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The Scattering of 3-cm. Radiation by Ionized Gases
Work has been carried out in this laboratory on ultra-high-frequency techniques for

studying electron concentrations in discharges, particularly on the scattering of radiation
from low pressure discharges (cf. the meteor work, especially the theoretical work of
Herlofson (1948 a, b)) for wavelengths of 3 cm., but also on the absorption in discharges of

such radiations (see Andrew et al. 1948, Adler 1949 for similar recent work on absorption).

Since, so far as we know,noother published accountof scattering from laboratory discharges
has been given, although experiments on the aurora have been reported (Lovell et al. 1947,
Forsyth ez al. 1950), it was thought worth while to report the following preliminary os
ments. The experiments on absorption will be reported elsewhere.

Experiments have been made with twosealed-off commercial mercury lamps of dieters

approximately 3:1cm. (17cm. long) and 6:-4cm. (40 cm. long), and the experimental
arrangement comprises transmitting and receiving horns arranged prependicular to each
other so that scattered radiation from the discharge is measured, using a crystal matched to
the receiving waveguide (VSWR 1-08). Figures 1 and 2 show the scattered power in
arbitrary units as a function of the tube currents (note that the Hg vapourpressure varies,
because of temperature variations, with the current) for two directions of the electric vector
(perpendicular andparallel to the discharge axis).
The scattered radiation from the glass tube, at zero current, is particularly important
in the case of Figure 1 andthepossibility of interference between the radiation scattered

from the plasma and from the front and rear walls of the tube for all cases is an obvious
factor.

If the effects of magnetic fields, both strays and theself-field of the discharge, are
neglected andif collision damping is also negligible, the electron concentration n may be
found, if the scattering shows a sharply defined onset and is equivalent to the ionospheric
refraction, by the simple critical frequency formula (dielectric constant «=0)
Netw ‘24x AO sere 5

f is the radiation frequency in cycles per second.

For A=3 cm., merit=1012/cm’, andthis is

not unreasonable as a maximum axial electron concentration for the discharges considered
(approximately 5°% ionization) at the currents shown in Figures 1 and 2. This treatmentis,
no doubt, an over-simplification and the following commentsare pertinent,
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1. The three cases of radiation scattering (wavelength A), for discharges of diameter d

are: (a) extended scatterer of dimensions very much greater than d (ionosphere, see for

example, Mitra 1949); (6) cylindrical discharge, d<A (meteortrails), where the scattering
may be calculated as shown by Blackett and Lovell (1941), Lovell and Clegg (1948) and
Lovell (1950)if € is of the order unity; (c) cylindrical discharge, d, of the order of A (present

discharges) where the radiation, scattered across a diameter, shows phase differences
(Herlofson 1948) if « is of the order unity.
2. Herlofson states that when € is approximately zero (present discharges) at the centre

of the scattering column, the scattering with the electric vector parallel to the discharge

column can be calculated as in cases (1 6) and (1c) up to 10electrons per centimetre

(arbitrary units)

(arbitraryunits)

Scattered Power at Receiving Horn

Scattered Power at Receiving Horn

fe

0

2

Tube Current (amp.)
Figure 1.

Small tube.

3

4

5

Tube Current (amp.)
Figure 2.

Large tube.

@ E vector parallel to tube axis.

X E vector perpendicular to tubeaxis.

:

Units oncit ordinate axis for the two curves are not comparable since the tube dimensions are
different, but the curves are normalized at zero current.

eA
vent
:
;
:
-ength of scatterer and may be much less than when the electric vector is perpendicular to
the discharge column (perhaps by several powers of 10), since in the latter case plasma
oscillations may be excited. This type of effect seems to be apparent with the small tube
(Figure 1) but not with the large tube (Figure 2).

The experiments are being extended in various directions and will be reported in more

detail, with the absorption work, elsewhere. It is intended to compare the electron concentration measurements with those obtained with probe and spectroscopic techniques.
Departmentof Electrical Engineering,
The University of Liverpool.
16th April 1950,in final form 3rd July 1950.
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APPENDIX1:

The following is an estimation ofpercentage ionisation
corresponding to total reflection, from the data given by —
|

Hasselbeck (1932) for his Fig. 12.

The oregsure of Ne-He mixture was 10) mm. tes, and therefore,

from Kinetic theory, the gas contains

5.56 x 10 "x 10 2 5.56 x 19°6 atons/ea.
Assuming, as a first approximation, no sellision, the

electron concentration corresponding to q.* o 48
a

erit

z

1.24 x

1

2

o”® s

;

44

which, for w = 3 x 1o'°, 48 equal to 2.8 x 19

at

giving a percentage Lonisation of 7.8 x 19

electrons per oc.

pra.
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The theory of transaissioa and reflection froa thin
sheeta embedded in 2 dielectrics nediua, wate follows froa

the appligation of Freanel's equations, have been applied in
éifferent regions oo the spectrum.

In their work on metals

in the infra-red, Harnes and dzerney (1951) pub the trangais-

sion coefficient T, at normal ineidease, for 4 tain fila, of
velvactive index a,ang@ extinetion coefficient k, and thickness
t, in @ medium of unity refractive index, in the following
forai-

:

a

where

Ae ee

[exo( at) = Roy exp(aoxti]+ an, sin”(@t+)

7)

XX » 27Tk/ A. is the attenuation ccefficient, see eq.( 16),

B= atn/), is the phase constent, ©

Y . tan™! (eve 4x" « |,

and

rs [a - 0" $8] /[man? +2]

(a)

whieh is the reflection coefficient at the. boundary of a semiinfinite wedium of the same material,

|

‘For no less in the medium, k 2 0, and therefore % = Y = O;
henes

}

(90)
i. «#

sete ie
(+R)
Now

tak

wo

2

+

2

(3)

a

AR, sta B*

n- 1 9?
-~ (n +1 #-~(is
(nt 4

= 4n/(n +1)°.
fs

4

‘

4

{( oe Ni >t- = [ae flag)jain ps
?
ans (aet)®

Oasis?

So that

(4)

# t(n*.t) sin Bt/an
if2

Putting Z22(1.41 )
e

then

2=t(n~ 4) sin (2vnt/ )

(3)

a

(6)
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